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Introduction

Cloud Computing has been very popular in the recent years among technology service providers, policy makers, and even legal researchers. Service providers stress on the pros of cloud-based solutions advertising their offerings, policy makers acknowledge the importance of the cloud including it into the policy documents and strategies while legal scholars extensively use the cloud as an example of a situation where the law has yet to capture technological development. Although the development of cloud-based technologies changed the way of delivering certain IT services and perception of outsourcer-service provider relations in general, Cloud Computing is not a new technology nor are cloud services provided solely by a limited number of highly specialized providers. Cloud Computing offerings come in different shapes, sizes and capabilities, provided by both traditional IT Outsourcing providers, recently established e-commerce retailers, software development companies, etc.

Because of such a variety of offerings and service providers, comprehensive approach to Cloud Computing requires assessing it in the context of a broader field, it being IT Outsourcing. Cloud Computing should not be examined in isolation taking into regard its complexity, but research should take into consideration other relevant circumstances, such as business context and parties expectations. Thus, the aim of this study is to analyse Cloud Computing from the perspective of a broader and more established concept of IT Outsourcing, assess whether the regulations governing IT Outsourcing can be applied to Cloud Computing by analogy or whether a different approach is necessary.

The reason for choosing IT Outsourcing is Cloud Computing being widely used in the course of IT Outsourcing activities to achieve particular outsourcing goals. An undertaking wishing to outsource internal or external IT functions to an external service provider is faced with a choice between traditional outsourcing services and cloud-based ones, which makes Cloud Computing one of the outsourcing options. Having said that, comparing a cloud-based outsourcing option with a traditional one is capable of giving insights into the different nature of Cloud Computing, and as a result, forming a different approach to applying the relevant regulations.
The study will focus on the business use of Cloud Computing as in this context not only a service has to be in line with the relevant legislation, but also undertaking purchasing the service have to ensure compliance that in certain cases may depend on their usage of a specific cloud-based solution. Furthermore, author’s intent is to narrow the research down to an especially troublesome case, where undertaking outsourcing IT functions entrusts them to not a traditional Outsourcing service provider and where service is to be delivered in a public cloud. The main reason behind it is different business relations between outsourcer and service provider than in traditional IT Outsourcing and also the fact that the majority of legal research is covering specifically public cloud. The further justification behind this choice would be provided in the subsequent chapters after elaborating on two concepts and relation between them.

Areas of law to be covered were chosen based on the two criteria, the first being its particular relevance to the Cloud Computing business-to-business (B2B) deals. Secondly, it was done with consideration to the areas with potentially greatest differences in treating traditional IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing deals. These areas include trade agreements, data protection, competition law, certain aspects of Intellectual Property and contract law. To narrow down the scope of research two example cases will be defined, one for IT Outsourcing and one for Cloud Computing before proceeding to examine those areas, which will then be assessed in the light of example cases. The author has in mind to analyse the situation from the perspective of the customer in B2B Cloud Computing deals, but will eventually highlight some moments that are of relevance to service providers.

The hypothesis of this work is that IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing concepts relate to each other and are often subject to the same regulations, nevertheless, Cloud Computing may require a different approach when applying these regulations. The first objective is to define IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing for the purpose of this work and to establish a connection between them, taking into consideration existing legal and, to some extent, technical literature. The second objective is to establish whether a different approach to Cloud Computing is necessary in the context of chosen areas of law and what particular legal issues parties should be aware of.

Consequently, research questions are:

- How Cloud Computing and IT Outsourcing concepts relate to each other?
- Does GATS differentiate between IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing services?
- Do parties to a Cloud Computing contract get allocated the same roles under data protection legislation as in IT outsourcing one and how may it change with coming reforms?
- Do *ex post* competition regulations effectively promote competition between service providers of traditional IT outsourcing and Cloud Computing services?
- What aspects of IP require an extra attention in the context of Cloud Computing?
- How do contract and Service Level Agreements differ for IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing deals?

The work is structured according to the research questions. The first chapter starts with the Outsourcing concept and development of IT Outsourcing and proceeds with various definitions of Cloud Computing, and finally highlights discussions on the relation between these two concepts. This chapter also provides working definitions which the author will use while assessing other research questions in the following chapter, along with the reasoning behind using them.

The second chapter assesses remaining research questions and has been divided into five parts: trade regulation (GATS), data protection, competition law, Intellectual Property (IP) and contract law. Abovementioned example cases for IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing will be defined at the beginning of this chapter for the research to focus on particular real-life situations.

Finally, the third chapter looks into Cloud Computing in the context of Digital Single Market strategy, summarizes EU efforts to promote adoption of Cloud Computing and harmonize the market by standardizing the offerings.

To reach the defined objectives, the author will use legal research method, where the primary (treaties and conventions, EU legal acts) and secondary (relevant legal literature and articles) sources will be combined. On the other hand, sources will also include other literature, such as articles and standards in the IT field and the author will use comparative method to examine different perspectives on the concept of IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing. The qualitative method will be used to assess differences in treatment of Cloud Computing and IT Outsourcing by certain regulations. Service terms of particular offerings will be used to back up certain points brought forward by the author.
1. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing concepts

1.1. Defining Outsourcing

Outsourcing is a widely-used term in the economic and political context that in general stands for a business practice of contracting out some of the activities to the third parties. There have been numerous researches done on Outsourcing, defining the concept and setting criteria for the assessment of Outsourcing effectiveness. Some definitions are rather narrow, defining Outsourcing as a concept of hiring outside professional services to meet the in-house needs of an organization or an agency, while others are wider, as for example “practice of one company hiring another company to perform tasks that used to be in-house” or that Outsourcing constitutes “a transfer of internal activities not being part of the core business of the outsourcer to a third provider, without being linked by any kind of subordination”.

While the latter definition is widely accepted, this author would like to use a slight modification of it when referring to Outsourcing in this paper. First of all, it is no longer accurate to link Outsourcing solely to the non-core activities, the scale of the industry and complexity of Outsourcing deals suggest that core business activities can be, and indeed are successfully transferred to the third parties if it is feasible from a business perspective. Moreover, current paper will assess Outsourcing from a legal perspective, consequently the importance of activity which is to be outsourced is of little relevance. Secondly, the author would prefer not to limit Outsourcing as a concept to the transfer of internal activities, as they may have been carried out by the third parties previously or were non-existent at all and enabled by the recent development of technology. Thus, the author will use an adaptation of the abovementioned definition when referring to Outsourcing, namely a business practice of transferring business activities of the outsourcer to a third provider without being linked by any kind of subordination.

---

3 Jardin et al. Outsourcing: some legal aspects.
Much has been written on the topic of Outsourcing as a business practice, covering strategic dimension and achieving the best outcome. There are at least few reasons that may induce businesses to engage into Outsourcing and consequently contract out some of their business activities to the third parties, which are capable of performing them more efficiently, professionally or simply less costly. Costs associated with a certain activity remains the main incentive to outsource or at least one that is most widely cited by scholars. Possibility of carrying out a certain task at a lower cost is indeed attractive to any business if seen apart from the quality and feasibility perspective. It may further contribute to the efficiency, as, if Outsourcing deals implemented successfully, it would let business focus on the tasks of its primary expertise, which may as well contribute to the rise of an overall productivity.

All these pros develop into additional value, which is innovation that is enabled by the extra costs saved by Outsourcing and can be invested into research and development. In addition, the existence of Outsourcing market itself contributes to the innovation, as it straightens competition between Outsourcing service providers and urges them to offer innovative, efficient and affordable solutions. Customers of businesses that outsource may have their share in those benefits, decreasing costs associated with the production of a certain product or service can likely result in the prices of the end-product going down. It would not only make products more affordable to consumers but could possibly even expand relevant consumer market for the particular product.

Outsourcing industry creates additional possibilities for developing countries since businesses often prefer Offshoring as a type of Outsourcing where activities are transferred abroad in order to take an advantage of lower labour and facility costs.\(^5\) Those countries benefit not only income-wise but also knowledge-wise, as intellectual property and know-hows are often shared between outsourcer and the third party in the course of business. Although service provider may not be allowed to exploit IP rights directly, it certainly contributes to the forming of skilled workers groups. Last but not least - human resource is an important factor in any business strategy, which sometimes cannot be found within the country’s borders. Investment money may be there, but a shortage of skilled personnel to handle it may become an obstacle to achieving success, which may be eliminated by Outsourcing.

As with any business practice, there are particular risks associated with Outsourcing. These

\(^5\) Bednarzik et al. (2005), supra nota 2, p 11.
include, but are not limited to the loss of control over the activity that may affect strategic and operational goals, cultural and language difficulties in the case of Offshoring that may lead to problems in managing relations between outsourcer and provider and also possible hidden costs, often remaining non-obvious. Barthélemy et al. (2001) define four types of such hidden costs, which also help to understand the complexity of each Outsourcing deal. First of these costs is vendor search and contract cost, as finding a perfect match for one’s need can be a long process requiring considerable amount of resources, and so do contract negotiations. Second hidden aspect is an actual transition to the vendor, which is often missed when calculating a cost of a deal. There are always costs associated with a transfer, be it for shipping the hardware or for paying own employees during ongoing knowledge transfer, or any other types of losses suffered because of systems’ downtime during the transition. Thirdly, resources are necessary to manage the effort along the road, the more critical outsourced activity is for business, the bigger spending on keeping it on track is required. Finally, a company should think about the transition after the end of Outsourcing agreement as there is always a risk that one would need to move operation back in-house, and sufficient level of expertise will have to be maintained.

The impact of Outsourcing on countries’ economies differ, depending on whether it is the one where Outsourcing service providers reside or the one where businesses outsource. Economic benefits of Outsourcing for different countries have been studied and, interestingly enough, it was found that United States gained $1.14 for every dollar their companies spent on Outsourcing to India while companies in Germany were losing €0.20 for every euro spent on Outsourcing. Scholars suggest that it depends on the flexibility of each country, language, culture, costs associated with coordinating projects and Offshoring destination itself.

With the rise of computerization and especially after the emergence of Web 2.0 businesses became more dependent on information technologies. Not only whole departments would switch from paperwork to the computer-empowered solutions, but also customers would expect online services and instant communication with suppliers. IT became not only a necessity but also created possibilities for new types of businesses, while for existing it offered greater efficiency, alternative ways of

---

reaching the consumers, etc. It became an essential part of almost any business, and soon entities were faced with a decision whether to maintain IT systems by themselves or to outsource it completely or in part to the third parties. As discussed above, it was a choice driven by cost and time efficiency considerations, an attempt of innovation, lack of in-house expertise and so on.

A new industry emerged with IT Outsourcing companies offering their services to any kind of businesses, ranging from simple infrastructure maintenance or application development to the front- and back-offices. With the time, IT Outsourcing became so widely adopted that Outsourcing became first of all associated with IT. Next, the author would like to stress upon few key moments when it comes to IT Outsourcing development and proceed further to examine Cloud Computing and its place within IT Outsourcing.

1.1.1. Development of IT Outsourcing

As with Outsourcing itself, there is no single definition of IT Outsourcing. At the early beginning of IT Outsourcing some defined it as “a significant contribution by external vendors in the physical and/or human resources associated with the entire or specific components of the IT infrastructure in the user organization”\(^8\), highlighting infrastructure component. Lately, IT Outsourcing has been defined in a more general way, as for example being a transfer of an IT related activity of a company, in whole or in part, to a third person.\(^9\) Latter definition recognises other aspects of IT delivery besides infrastructure and also the complexity of deals and relationships between service providers and outsourcers. Interestingly, ISO Standard for Information technology provides a definition of Outsourcing without linking it to the IT, as making “an arrangement where an external organisation performs part of an organisation’s function or process”\(^10\).

Outsourcing has long been seen as a practice of contracting out non-critical business activities because it was widely believed that company’s competence determine its competitiveness. Subsequently, by letting others carry out these actions company would lose in its distinctiveness. As a rule of thumb, business should focus on what they are good at and what makes it different from

---

\(^9\) Jardin et al. (2008), supra nota 3, p 1.
competitors and let others handle remaining parts.\textsuperscript{11} For a long time Information Technology remained a resource that contributed to product or service development but was not considered to be business-critical one. Computing power and latest technology solutions were still quite expensive with only large corporations that could afford them, but later, once solutions became more affordable, companies were more willing to bring infrastructure in-house.

At this point IT became a general-purpose technology,\textsuperscript{12} some scholars even draw parallels with electricity supplies in 19\textsuperscript{th} century.\textsuperscript{13} Smaller companies could not afford building own power supplies and were forced to obtain power from larger providers, which, however, turned into benefits for them – they became more competitive than large companies that were putting too much effort and resources into building own infrastructure. Nevertheless, IT soon transformed from being merely an asset companies would own into a service they would purchase.

Although first Outsourcing deals within IT industry occurred much earlier, it was not until 1989 they were significant, both from the impact they had on business and from the amount of costs involved. Scholars suggest that Eastman Kodak’s Outsourcing contract with IBM is where IT Outsourcing really took off, with Kodak handling over the majority of its IT operations.\textsuperscript{14} Interestingly enough, Kodak’s executives were criticized for their decision as it was believed such a move demonstrated company’s weakness of being unable to handle those processes by itself. However, deal proved to be successful and, as CEO of Everest Software said, “What Kodak did for outsourcing is akin to what IBM did for PCs”\textsuperscript{15}. In the early 1990s IT Outsourcing became global, and Offshoring emerged – IT functions were outsourced not only to the vendors within the same jurisdiction but also abroad. At this time, most of the contracts were single-vendor total Outsourcing contracts.\textsuperscript{16}

ITO developed from being conventional and primarily focused on cost reduction and short-term transfer of simple operations into being strategic, focused on the business processes. The shift

\textsuperscript{15} Field, T. Kodak’s 1989 outsourcing deal shifted the way CIOs looked at their work. And the changes aren’t over yet. CIO 1999, 13(1), p.74.
happened because of the change in the perception of IT – rather than being a cost burden and generating no competitive advantage it later became critical and required adopting a strategy to benefit from it. IT Outsourcing made it possible to substitute missing internal capabilities and skills with vendor’s competencies, take advantage of new technologies and gain access to knowledge and innovation.

Already in 2003 amount of contracted out IT services in Germany exceeded 10 billion of euro, with Germany and the United Kingdom together accounting for approximately half of the EU market at the time.\(^{17}\) IT Outsourcing global revenues were expected to exceed 200 billion dollars per year by the end of 2005.\(^{18}\) In 2011 figures showed 246.6 billion dollars revenue, where those providing cloud-based services delivered highest growth rates.\(^{19}\)

High quantity of Outsourcing deals and strong competition between service providers urged IT Outsourcing companies to enhance services they offered to maintain competitiveness. Three technologies which developed in the course of IT Outsourcing business lately formed a basis for Cloud Computing services. These are Virtualization\(^{20}\), Grid Computing\(^{21}\) and Web services\(^{22}\). While the key benefit of virtualization was a rapid deployment of systems and effective resource utilization, Grid computing offered pools out of hardware components and aggregated capacity to be allocated for different purposes, Web services standardized interfaces between the applications to make integration easier.\(^{23}\)

As IT Outsourcing companies were growing bigger and getting more customers, there was a constant need to work on the improvements of technology, e.g. how to make infrastructure effectively serve multiple customers (processing power, storage capacities etc.), how to eliminate system

---

\(^{17}\) Allweyer et al. (2004), supra nota 11, p. 6.


\(^{20}\) Virtualization is technology to create virtual version of computing resources for different purposes, e.g. to divide them between different instances. One commonly used example is virtualization of hardware, where a virtual server can be deployed on top of the already installed operating system, circumventing hardware architecture constraints.

\(^{21}\) Grid Computing is an architectural solution where computing resources are distributed between different locations, but are utilized for the same goal, with components usually carrying out different functions.

\(^{22}\) In this context Web services is a tool to standardize application interfaces to make the system accessible from a wide range of devices.

\(^{23}\) Carr (2005), supra nota 12, p 71.
downtime during an upgrade or reconfiguration in order to meet Service Level Agreements (SLA) requirements, how to offer customers more control or at least provide instant on-demand overview of their IT resources. As one of the latest trends Cloud Computing developed, being not a new technology itself, but rather a new way of delivering services incorporating recent developments.

1.2. Cloud Computing as a new way of delivering services

“The interesting thing about cloud computing: it is either going to be or already is the most important computing architecture in the world, because [...] we’ve redefined cloud computing to include everything that we currently do. I can't think of anything that is not cloud computing. [...] The computer industry is the only industry that is more fashion driven than women's fashion” 24.

Statement by Larry Ellison, CEO of Oracle dated 2008 is widely cited in the context of Cloud Computing and illustrates well the difficulties of defining the concept as well as differences in its perception, especially in the early years of Cloud Computing adoption. Interestingly enough, only a few years later in 2011 Oracle marketed the newly developed product as “the first in Oracle’s portfolio numbered “12c” where the “c” stands for Oracle’s significant investments in delivering cloud-ready products” 25 and already in 2012 offered Oracle Cloud as a service. Initial scepticism about Cloud Computing as a concept was overridden by the success of marketing efforts and growing demand for flexible and scalable IT solutions to be delivered as a service.

1.2.1. Cloud Computing definitions

Cloud Computing as a concept appeared some ten years ago and has been on every IT executive mind or even agenda ever since, still steadily growing in popularity. Although there is no common definition of Cloud Computing, studies show that the term itself was first introduced by technology companies in 2006 in the marketing context. It described a new concept of services that offered scalability of resources and accessibility of software over the Internet. Amazon Elastic Computer cloud (EC2) commercial web service is often referred to as a first widely accessible Cloud Computing infrastructure service, explicitly using Cloud Computing terminology. Same year, 2006,

---

Cloud Computing term was first used in a patent application lodged by Microsoft, followed by a brief explanation of what Cloud actually is: “A 'cloud' refers to a collection of data and resources (e.g., hardware, data and/or software) provided and maintained by an off-site or off-premise party (e.g., third party), wherein the collection of data and resources can be accessed by an identified user via a network.”

Numerous studies have been conducted on the topic of Cloud Computing since that time, one of them being a comparison of various Cloud Computing definitions. It was carried out in 2009 and results showed that key elements used to describe Cloud Computing were service, hardware, software, scalability, and network. Some of the most widespread definitions of Cloud Computing will be provided below, grouped accordingly to the similarities in them.

One of the most widely cited definitions is one by United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), that defines Cloud Computing as a “model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” Similarly, Leimeister et al. (2010) consider Cloud Computing as “an IT deployment model, based on virtualization, where resources, in terms of infrastructure, applications and data are deployed via the internet as a distributed service by one or several service providers....services are scalable on demand and can be priced on a pay-per-use basis.” Both of the definitions describe Cloud Computing as a tool for providing resources that meet pre-defined requirements, those being scalability, on-demand accessibility, and rapid provisioning.

Marston et al. (2011) provide similar definition, focusing on the business aspect of Cloud Computing and key benefits for business, while stressing upon it being a service: “It is an information technology service model where computing services (both hardware and software) are delivered on-demand to customers over a network in a self-service fashion, independent of device and location. The resources required to provide the requisite quality-of-service levels are shared, dynamically

---

29 Leimeister et al. (2010) supra nota 27, p.4.
scalable, rapidly provisioned, virtualized and released with minimal service provider interaction. Users pay for the service as an operating expense without incurring any significant initial capital expenditure, with the cloud services employing a metering system that divides the computing resource in appropriate blocks”

Although Armbrust et al. (2009) do not provide definition of Cloud Computing, they define it through the components: “Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services… When a Cloud is made available in a pay-as-you-go manner to the public, we call it a Public Cloud; the service being sold is Utility Computing. Cloud Computing is the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing, but does not include Private Clouds”

Another definition, focusing on the service component is one provided by Edlund, where Cloud Computing is a comprehensive IT-based ecosystem that creates a flow of services between those owning machines and networks (providers of infrastructure) and those creating solutions (developers of cloud computing services) for end-users (of cloud computing services). Despite the definition itself being a good illustration of business relations between stakeholders which in turn provides value for the end-user, the author would like to note that it may not be feasible to define providers of infrastructure as owners of hardware as it is not always the case. Wang et al. (2008) define Cloud Computing as “a set of network enabled services, providing scalable, QoS guaranteed, normally personalized, inexpensive computing platforms on demand, which could be accessed in a simple and pervasive way”

---

Some scholars refrain from defining Cloud Computing as a separate concept, but see it as a sum of early developed ones. Youseff et al. (2008) state that term Cloud Computing “is based on a collection of many old and few new concepts in several research fields like Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), distributed and grid computing as well as virtualization. [...] New computing paradigm that allows users to temporary utilize computing infrastructure over the network, supplied as a service by the cloud-provider at possibly one or more levels of abstraction”34. A similar definition can be found in KMPG’s report on Cloud Computing: “The Cloud is used to cohesively identify a series of technological innovations / advancements in the fields of IT and telecommunications. These advancements have together to complement each other thereby leading to the creation of an offering called ‘the Cloud. [...] Services of the Cloud, are made available through virtualization and provided on a usage-based pricing model [...] can be quickly provisioned and easily managed, by the user, without any major inputs from service providers of the Cloud”35.

Hence, Cloud Computing definitions differ, from describing a business model to identifying a particular type of service, consequently leaving the room for further discussions. Because of such a broad variety of interpretations, various services can be understood under Cloud Computing. As correctly noted in the last two definitions, the concept of Cloud Computing is not a new technology itself but consolidates existing technologies and business practices into a new paradigm. Virtual world and hosted or co-located environment are seen as major enablers of Cloud Computing,36 as well as large data centers and development of virtualization technologies.37 Wide adoption of Cloud Computing would not be possible without high computer penetration into the business communication, high data transfer rates and availability, high reliability of servers and networked storage.38 An interesting point is made by Armbrust et al. (2009), including into the list of key enablers of Cloud Computing low-cost locations of large-scale data centers.39

---

36 Ibid, p. 15.
38 Carr et al. (2005), supra nota 12, p. 70.
39 Armbrust et al. (2009), supra nota 31, p 7.
Leimeister et al. (2010) access prerequisites of Cloud Computing from a different perspective, connecting it with the challenges and constraints between Outsourcing providers and their customers, with Cloud Computing being a solution for providers’ cost-effectiveness, efficiency and flexibility considerations: “Cloud computing aims to provide the technical basis to meet customer’s flexibility demands on a business level. […] Cloud Computing has been established as the most recent and most flexible delivery model of supplying information technology”40.

1.2.2. Cloud Computing characteristics

Cloud Computing is used to describe a variety of services provided online, starting from accessing the particular application through a web-browser, transfer of data to the remote storage to using web-interfaces to rent server power in the remote data center. There are some common characteristics of these services – they are all provided online, using a web interface (although it can also be an application installed on the host, be it laptop, tablet or smartphone) with the application itself residing on remote infrastructure.

There is indeed nothing new about such services so one could ask how it differs from traditional service models. NIST definition of Cloud Computing also includes five essential characteristics that are more or less accepted by the wider community.41 The author will list them in the ascending order, from less important to the ones that really differentiate Cloud Computing from other services. First two characteristics are rapid elasticity meaning a possibility of scaling the resources at any time at high speed and resource pooling – dynamical assignment of resources from provider’s pool based on the need. Both of these characteristics are enabled by usage of virtualization techniques. Although Cloud Computing is heavily relying on virtualization, it is not server virtualization itself, but a new way to provision, manage and orchestrate infrastructure resources across a data center.42

The third feature is broad network access meaning accessibility of resources from different types of clients (e.g. smartphones, laptops, workstations). So far listed characteristics have not been distinctive enough to differentiate Cloud Computing from other services built on virtualization and

40 Leimeister et al. (2010), supra nota 29, p. 7.
41 Mell et al. (2011), supra nota 28, p. 6.
42 The top 5 truths behind what the cloud is not (2012), supra nota 37, p. 3.
accessible through a wide range of clients. Last two characteristics are, to the author’s mind, what makes Cloud Computing a comprehensive concept, these being measurability of service and on-demand self-service. The architecture of Cloud computing anticipates that leverage of resources can be monitored and reported, making measurement and billing transparent. Services are to be provided on-demand by automatically allocating resources without interaction with different service providers.

Armbrust et al. (2009) provide also features of Cloud Computing from business perspective: infinite availability of resources that diminishes the need to plan far ahead resource provisioning for Cloud Computing clients; smaller cost for initial setup and possibility to scale that new enterprises benefit from; pay-per-use billing model on a short-term basis which reduces costs and avoids overprovisioning of resources.43

As there is no conformity in views on the term of Cloud Computing, there is no agreed structure of the model. However, three-layer model, provided in the abovementioned NIST definition of Cloud Computing is most widely accepted. Three layers of Cloud Computing model are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). IaaS provides services on the level of hardware that could include servers, storage, routers, etc., with service provider owning (or renting) infrastructure and maintaining the equipment while the customer is paying for the usage. PaaS provides tools for managing the hardware, including operating systems, networking, storage, middleware and application development environment. Finally, SaaS allows a client to run applications on cloud infrastructure without managing underlying infrastructure and platform.44

However, not all the scholars agree with this layering model, Armbrust et al. (2009), for example, divide Cloud Computing into Software as a Service and Utility Computing that incorporates all underlying infrastructure necessary for enabling SaaS, including hardware and platforms.45 Wang et al. (2008) divide Cloud Computing into Hardware as a Service (physical infrastructure), Software as a Service (application accessible through the Internet) and Data as a Service (DaaS, remote storage of data), that together form Platform as a Service that is offered as Cloud Computing Services.46

43 Armbrust et al. (2009), supra nota 31, p 3.  
44 Mell et al., supra nota 28, pp 2-3.  
45 Armbrust et al. (2009), supra nota 31, p 3.  
46 Wang et al. (2008), supra nota 33, p 3.
Others define more layers, as for example Youseff et al. (2008) differentiate between application (corresponds to SaaS), software environment (corresponds to PaaS), software infrastructure (corresponds to IaaS, DaaS and Communication as a Service), software kernel, and hardware/firmware (HaaS).47

As to the types of “Clouds” where services reside, or their deployment models, they are usually classified into four types: private, public, community and hybrid, according to the NIST definition of Cloud Computing.48 Public clouds are available for any client, and usually client does not have control over the location of the infrastructure itself (but there are still exceptions, for example, Amazon’s EC2 let you choose a region). Private cloud is built for a specific client and is accessible only by the particular client, offering extra control and security. Community clouds can be accessed by members of certain community – different state institutions, a group of companies etc. Finally, hybrid cloud constitutes a mix of previous ones in order to increase the flexibility of used resources, taking into account sensibility of data.

The French General Secretariat of the Prudential Supervisory Authority defines community cloud as external private cloud and private as internal private cloud,49 while Gupta et al. (2014) add to the list virtual private cloud as one allocated within a public cloud environment, but isolated on a certain level, usually on a network level.50 Luoma (2013) shortens the list and defines three models: private, public and hybrid.51 Armbrust et al. (2009) do not support the idea of differentiation based on accessibility of services and actually include only public cloud into Cloud Computing, excluding private cloud as being an internal data center.52

47 Youseff et al. (2008), supra nota 34, p 3.
48 Martson et al. (2011), supra nota 30, p 180.
52 Armbrust et al. (2009), supra nota 31, p 3.
1.3. Cloud Computing in the light of IT Outsourcing

There are quite many researches on Cloud Computing already, however most of them focus on its technical aspects, and only few of them examine the concept in the light of IT Outsourcing. There is also a fundamental difference between the existing studies on Cloud Computing and those on the topic of IT Outsourcing. While former are technology-centered and tend to focus on different implementation scenarios for achieving high availability, latter studies are more human-centered as they mainly explore the topic of managing business relations.53

Different opinions exist on how IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing relate to each other. Some scholars see Cloud Computing as an evolution of IT Outsourcing because it gives an organization an opportunity to externalize purchase of IT-resources and capabilities and receive them from a third party as a service.54 Other think that Cloud Computing is fundamentally different from Outsourcing, because it does not simply move existing function out of the department, enterprise, or geographic jurisdiction, but makes applications originate from the cloud.55 This author cannot agree with such statement to the full extent because of a few reasons. Firstly, as popular quote states, “there is no cloud, just someone else’s computer”. Taking advantage of Cloud Computing services to provide value to company’s customers ultimately embodies usage of some remote infrastructure, substituting one located in-house and is a legitimate purpose of IT Outsourcing. Secondly, Outsourcing is not always about a transfer of a function that was previously carried out in-house or by rather different means, it can also be that function wasn’t present there at all. Although Cloud Computing opens new possibilities of carrying them out efficiently, it nevertheless does not differ from IT Outsourcing in that sense. Thirdly, using Cloud Computing services does not necessary mean transfer of a function to the provider, which will be further explored in the following chapter.

1.3.1. Relation between IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing

Apart from differentiating the concepts few studies actually establish a relation between them. One of the views is that Cloud Computing is as a tool for enabling IT Outsourcing, characterized by

54 Ibid, p. 102.
delivering IT resources as services over the Internet while charging users on a pay-per-use basis or alternatively that Cloud Computing is an outsourcing decision to purchase IT resources from a third party as a service.\textsuperscript{56} The similar view is that Cloud Computing is defined first of all through scalability of the resources, which makes Cloud Computing a tool to use for Outsourcing of critical internal infrastructure.\textsuperscript{57} Here the author would like to note that, despite the fact that underlying IT infrastructure where Cloud Computing services reside is remote, and customers do not own or rent it, they still retain control of the service itself. Quantity, configuration, additional features, everything is still up for a client to decide on, Cloud Computing services are not tailor-made solutions which IT Outsourcing usually delivers. As Kuan Hon nicely summarized, Cloud Computing is actually renting do-it-yourself resources based on your choice but within the constraints of the, usually standardised, service offered.\textsuperscript{58} Cloud Computing, nevertheless, delivers a high scalability by creating possibility to add resources instantly in a matter of seconds or minutes, which was not possible with traditional IT Outsourcing models as mentioned above.

In terms of value which company using Cloud Computing services creates for its own clients, its chain transformed drastically, which is where Leimester \textit{et al.} (2008) see the difference between IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing. With the emergence of such new services and actors (i.e. Cloud Computing service providers) chain transformed into an actual “value network” with the aim to provide the technical basis to meet customer’s flexibility demands on a business level.\textsuperscript{59} Another difference highlighted is that Cloud Computing is an asset-free provision of technological capacities, meaning that, unlike IT Outsourcing customer does not own or rent any assets, but receives a service instead. It is essential to bear in mind that in such case we are comparing IT Outsourcing to the public cloud and exclude other possible types (private, for example), where Cloud Computing solutions can be built for a particular customer who will acquire the ownership of infrastructure or rent it.

From the business perspective, Cloud Computing creates a challenge for IT Outsourcing providers because they have to provide traditional IT services and simultaneously meet growing demand for Cloud Computing services. Thus, besides large Cloud Computing providers like Amazon

\footnotesize{
\textsuperscript{56} Yigitbasioglu \textit{et al.} (2013), \textit{supra} nota 53, p. 102.
\textsuperscript{57} Martson \textit{et al.} (2011), \textit{supra} nota 30, p 177.
}
and Google, who have not previously been engaged in Outsourcing, services are also provided by traditional IT Outsourcing providers. The study by the French General Secretariat of the Prudential Supervisory Authority indicates that a large majority of companies consider Cloud Computing to be one particular method of IT Outsourcing.\(^6^0\)

According to the survey made by PwC in 2011, 41% of IT Outsourcing customers already used an external private cloud, 31% used internal private cloud and 22% used the public cloud.\(^6^1\) Statistics shows that customers engaged in Outsourcing tend to build Cloud for themselves (private cloud), either by themselves (internal) or with the help of external provider (external) rather than using public cloud. It also means that they are more willing to turn to traditional IT Outsourcing providers to obtain the service. New types of services emerged in IT Outsourcing field because of Cloud Computing, such as analysis of existing IT services and estimating the efficiency and possibility to move them to the Cloud. Survey showed that respondents who were not using Outsourcing services previously were also developing Cloud Computing strategies, which means that Cloud Computing helps traditional IT Outsourcing companies to get new customers by following the trend and offering Cloud Computing services.\(^6^2\)

Unlike IT Outsourcing contracts that typically are concluded for a rather long terms (5-10 years), Cloud Computing contracts are short, especially those in regard to public cloud, where time can vary starting from a couple of days or even hours. Also, unless company builds own internal or external cloud, it uses generic solutions offered by Cloud Computing provider. These are standard configurations that sometimes can be adjusted or chosen in between, but otherwise only scalable in quantity. It is not a tailored solution for particular business as in case with IT Outsourcing, although one can obtain it by building a private cloud. Service Level Agreements are common in IT Outsourcing contracts, however, they are weak in Cloud Computing ones. Taking into consideration multiple layers of virtualization necessary for the cloud to operate, service providers have difficulties in calculating possible SLA obligations and those may be not that detailed or easy enforceable.
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\(^{60}\) The top 5 truths behind what the cloud is not (2012), *supra* nota 37, p. 7.


\(^{62}\) Ibid, p. 28.
A company using Cloud Computing service, especially in a public cloud, loses control over certain aspects of service provision, in contrast to IT Outsourcing contracts, where basically any detail can be negotiated and included in the contract. First of all it influences sub-contracting – while there is usually an agreement between parties to the Outsourcing contract whether sub-contracting is permitted and on what conditions, for public cloud the option is no existent – data centre, hardware, particular operations can all be provided by third parties, while service provider of the Cloud Computing service itself remains the only party bound by the contract.

Data processing is a widely discussed topic in the context of Cloud Computing and there are different issues to be tackled, as a question of control over data and it will be further examined in the next chapter. Unlike typical Outsourcing agreements where service provider is actively involved in all the processes upon instructions from outsourcer, Cloud Computing providers are not involved into the processes carried out by means of the cloud, as mentioned earlier, they provide a do-it-yourself tool that can be used for the purposes determined solely by users of the service (outsourcer). In general, IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing create the same risks for the business, Cloud involves similar trust and regulatory issues. A variety of them will be assessed in the next chapter, in order to establish whether they are tackled by the same legal norms as Outsourcing usually is or require additional assessment or different perspective.

This author refrains from placing Cloud Computing at a certain place in the IT Outsourcing in order to be able to examine different aspects of Cloud Computing services regardless of the type of cloud. However, the author would like to sum up the finding that will be further discussed in following chapters. First of all, Cloud Computing cannot be seen as a defined type of service, because there are so many definitions out there that single one would not fit every and each service offered on the market under the name Cloud Computing. Secondly, Cloud Computing is rather a concept of providing services of different types and models meeting certain criteria, generally set up by NIST definition (rapid scalability, elasticity, on-demand self-service). Thirdly, Cloud Computing can be seen as a model of providing IT Outsourcing services, since traditional Outsourcing providers offer them to the same (or new) customers. Finally, when it comes to traditional IT Outsourcing services and Cloud Computing, there are no significant differences between them in terms of private cloud, apart from
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few aspects (e.g. data processing, SLA). Public cloud raises far more questions in the light of IT Outsourcing and is a subject to more extensive analysis in the following chapter.
2. Cloud Computing in the context of IT Outsourcing legal framework

As it has been established in the previous chapter, Cloud Computing is not a new technology itself, it rather anticipates business relations between a service provider and client that are different from the ones in traditional IT Outsourcing. Nevertheless, from a business perspective, taking an advantage of Cloud Computing services provided by a third party is an Outsourcing deal, where outsourcer transfers previously or recently established function to the external service provider. Thus, this chapter will focus on different fields of law which are relevant to IT Outsourcing, and subsequently to Cloud Computing, assess whether relevant provisions will apply by analogy to IT Outsourcing or require a modified approach.

Fields to be assessed are trade regulations, for instance, General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)64, data protection, competition law, IP rights protection, and contract law aspects. Two particular cases will be compared to make the comparison more specific. First one is a business entity using Cloud Computing services provided by an external service provider, where an entity is purchasing certain IaaS services (server and storage capacity, network, etc.). Infrastructure in question is used by the entity to process some data (including also personal data) of their own customers, for whom system deployed on this infrastructure may or may not be directly available. Cloud Computing services are provided in a public cloud (as it raises more concerns), but the author may sometimes refer to a private cloud as an alternative.

Having chosen case for Cloud Computing, it is easier to pick one for IT Outsourcing because the latter field is broader than former. Case to compare for IT Outsourcing would be outsourcer entering into an agreement with an external service provider for the provision of infrastructure and various middleware. Service provider owns the hardware, manages its installation, handles operating systems, firmware, and some middleware while outsourcer manages application part (either by himself or with a help of a different provider). The agreement may or may not include a transfer of employees and know-how, IP and other assets, hardware may or may not be installed on outsourcer’s premises or in the same jurisdiction, the matter to be specified in each case.

2.1. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing in the context of GATS

Outsourcing became a global trend in the last few decades which brought out a lot of political and regulatory issues, especially ones associated with Offshoring. In the previous chapter we briefly addressed benefits and risks of Outsourcing from the perspective of business, current subchapter will discuss the topic of IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing in the context of state policy and international agreements (i.e. General Agreement on Trade in Services). On the level of a state, besides the risks that are similar to business ones, such as loss of profit or competitiveness, certain additional issues appear, as possible raise of unemployment, state’s obligation to ensure proper functioning of a financial system, citizens security, and protection of their personal data, etc. States are faced with a challenge of regulating Outsourcing in a way that is not going to harm international trade, but will still create value for the state itself.

Although Outsourcing is not a legal term, it can nevertheless be spotted in legal acts in certain jurisdictions.\(^{65}\) It may not be directly addressed by legal instruments in each field of law, but Outsourcing relations are often subject to regulations on financial institutions, e-commerce, electronic media, data protection, labor law, etc. These regulations not only influence and form Outsourcing deals but also determine state’s competitiveness on the global market. Even though the volume of services that moved offshore was considered to be insignificant in comparison with the merchandise import in 2006,\(^{66}\) it continues to grow and every legal act adopted in this field matters. For example, because of China’s preventive measures of filtering ingoing and outgoing network traffic (known as China’s Firewall) loading object hosted outside of China takes few extra seconds,\(^ {67}\) which might potentially create complications for some Outsourcing deals, not to mention firewall’s filtering system itself. According to Hindley \textit{et al.} (2009), any disruption to online services has the direct commercial effect on the providers and because of the international dimension of modern trade in services one state has a power of influencing revenues of foreign service providers.\(^ {68}\)


\(^{68}\) Hindley \textit{et al.} Protectionism Online: Internet Censorship and International Trade Law. ECIPE Working Paper 2009,
The quality of data protection policies, support of ICT development by government and freedom of information access are listed among ten factors determining environment for supply and consumption of new technologies, such as Cloud Computing.\(^6\) Laws that could prevent business from engaging into Outsourcing differ, from less specific (e.g. data protection regulations) to more detailed, such as licensing scheme for the export of encryption software in the US which takes into account destination country and also the nationality of a recipient.\(^7\)

Just as with trade in goods, coherent international framework covering trade in services is essential for cross-border trade as a whole. While international trade in goods has been regulated for a while by General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)\(^7\), services turned out to be more challenging subject for an international agreement to cover, that nevertheless found its reflection in GATS. The agreement serves as an instrument for states to make particular commitments in different sectors by granting market access and/or establishing national treatment regime. Although it has been criticized as lacking clarity and providing the inefficient instrument, it still remains the only attempt to regulate services on the international level. The fact it has been adopted more than two decades ago suggests that the agreement does not reflect the present state of the technology market, as it has developed rapidly during this period. Thus, it is hardly surprising that in the context of IT and telecommunications GATS appear to be fuzzy.

2.1.1. Applying GATS provisions to IT Outsourcing

There are a few uncertainties as to Outsourcing in general and especially to IT Outsourcing. First of all, the agreement does not provide a definition of a service, except stipulated in Article XXVIII (b), where the supply of a service is defined as including “the production, distribution, marketing, sale and delivery of a service”\(^7\). It creates difficulties in assessing the scope of the Agreement which Footnote 9 to Article XVI\(^7\) complicates even further by distinguishing between

\(^1\)2/2009, p. 2.
\(^7\) Ibid, art. XXVIII(b).
\(^7\) Ibid, p. 297.
core services and inputs for its supply that are not covered by GATS, with no official clarifications given. As to another aspect of the uncertainty, namely differentiation between goods and services, it seems that Cloud Computing would generally be regarded as a service while IT Outsourcing could potentially include trade in goods (e.g. when it anticipates supply of hardware). However, would Cloud Computing, for example, include electronic delivery of software, the picture becomes less clear.\textsuperscript{74}

Secondly, it is neither established nor agreed under which mode of supply IT Outsourcing services are provided. In accordance with a definition provided in the Article 1(2) of GATS Outsourcing belongs to the Mode 1, it meaning so-called arm-length supply, under conditions of which both buyer and supplier remain in their respective locations. However, another question remains, it being whether electronic delivery of such services should always be treated as a cross-border trade or in some particular situations can be treated as a consumption abroad, which would make it qualify for Mode 2.\textsuperscript{75}

The third challenge is rules of origin which are not precisely defined, that results in uncertainties for IT and telecommunications services delivered over the Internet. Subcontracting could further complicate the matter since a country of the establishment as an instrument of determining the identity of a service provider may not be an optimal solution. There is a risk that companies could simply place employees in certain jurisdictions in order to take advantage of particular preferences scheme.

Last, but not the least, GATS is designed as a positive list of obligations, meaning that states are bound only in those particular fields they made commitments for. As certain services might be difficult to place under the classification set up by GATS, there is always a risk of restrictions being enforced upon them, as states are not obliged to take any actions in regards to fields they made no commitments for. Scholars made suggestions of modifying GATS to contain a negative list instead,


meaning that states would offer market access and national treatment in regards to all the services except those explicitly excluded by commitments.\textsuperscript{76}

Accordingly, many scholars share the view that GATS is rather representing status quo than actual rollback of restrictions and progress is yet to be made.\textsuperscript{77} While liberalization in most sectors is still a long way away, Annex on Telecommunications\textsuperscript{78} is binding all the World Trade Organization (WTO) members to the certain commitments. The Annex applies to all the members, regardless of whether they are bound by commitments on telecommunications under the GATS and “guarantees that whenever a WTO member has made specific market access and national treatment commitments for a particular service sector or subsector (e.g., financial, professional, advertising, publishing, audio-visual, health or education), the commitments will also apply to those services sectors and subsectors when delivered in electronic form”\textsuperscript{79}.

2.1.2. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing commitments under GATS

IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing are not covered by a single sector, usually they are considered to fall under the sector 1.B Computer and Related Services and 2.C Telecommunication services. Commitments under the 1.B sector are usually more specific, for example, European Union (which is a separate member of WTO) made commitments for all the categories within this particular sector, abolishing any limitations on Market Access or National Treatment for services supplied in Mode 1 and Mode 3. For the 2.C sector EU made commitments not to impose limitations on National Treatment and Market Access for all the categories of services under Mode 1 and 3 of supply, specifically listing Mobile and personal communications services and systems under the Other category. Nevertheless, certain members of European Union (EU) maintain some restrictions on Market Access for both Modes and broadcasting is explicitly excluded from the Schedule.

Unsurprisingly, GATS schedules of commitments lack any direct commitments to Cloud Computing, but it is still possible to define few categories that could possibly cover it. Relevant

\textsuperscript{76} Lapid (2006), \textit{supra} nota 66, p. 359.
categories are listed under Computer and related services sector and Telecommunications sector, which are also usually attributed to IT Outsourcing. Based on a particular model, Cloud Computing could be classified under following categories: 1.Bb Software implementation services, 1.Bc Data processing services, 1.Bd Data base services, 2.Cb Packet-switched data transmission services, 2.Cj On-line information and data base retrieval, 2.Ck electronic data interchange (EDI), 2.Cn on-line information and/or data processing and possibly even 2.Ch Electronic mail. As apparent, single service could possibly fall under a variety of categories, requiring substantial harmonization in place to secure uninterrupted trade flow.

In 2005 EU made a proposal\(^{80}\) to modify the structure of classification for telecommunication sector and use the definition that can be found in Annex on Telecommunications, where it is defined as “the transmission and reception of signals by any electromagnetic means”\(^{81}\). It also highlighted the inconsistency in the schedules of commitments caused by states using different classifications, both Services Sectoral Classification List (so-called W120)\(^{82}\) and the Central Product Classification (CPC)\(^{83}\) developed by the United Nations Statistical Commission. Various inconsistencies were spotted in the framework, such as W120 list not being technology neutral (it differentiates between packet-switched and circuit-switched transmission), services that do not fit current classifications, the existence of overlapping categories, confusing linkage to CPC, and CPC itself being outdated. The EU approach was perceived as evolutionary and positively accounting for the state of the telecommunications market, but unlikely to succeed in the conservative environment of trade negotiations.\(^{84}\)

In 2011, U.S. made a proposal\(^{85}\) to include into the discussion on e-commerce such topics as mobile applications and Cloud Computing, thus widening the framework of e-commerce negotiations. In regard to Cloud Computing, the challenge of overlapping categories has been acknowledged by...
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\(^{80}\) Classification in the Telecom Sector under the WTO-GATS Framework. Communication from the European Communities, 2005, TN/S/W/27, S/CSC/W/44.


\(^{82}\) Services Sectoral Classification List, World Trade Organization. MTN.GNS/W/120 document of 10 July 1991.


Communication and uniform approach suggested, that nevertheless would require additional consultations among WTO members.

As to the scale of harmonization, 108 WTO members in total have made commitments for telecommunications services, out of which 99 committed to extended competition in basic telecommunications (fixed and mobile telephony, real-time data transmission etc.) and further 82 committed to the Reference Paper\(^\text{86}\), defining competitive safeguards, interconnection principles, public availability of licensing criteria, universal services, independent regulators and allocation and use of scarce resources.\(^\text{87}\) In computer-related sector, figures were even smaller, with 56 members maintaining commitments for software implementation and 54 for data processing (which is less than a half of members), with only half of those commitments guaranteeing market access or unqualified national treatment.\(^\text{88}\)

As apparent, Cloud Computing, in general, causes same question in the context of GATS as IT Outsourcing does, it being Modes of supply, rules of origin, categories covering particular services and even differentiation between goods and services. The structure of the GATS itself (positive list of obligations) makes it difficult to rely on the schedules of commitments as each state is free to phrase them in its own fashion. Recent interest in an open dialogue on Cloud Computing under GATS leaves a hope of eventual resolution of the uncertainties, which would also contribute IT Outsourcing field in general since it is obviously too broad to be tackled at once.

**2.2. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing services in the context of Data Protection**

Data Protection is probably the most widely discussed legal topic in the context of Cloud Computing and certainly the one coming up during the negotiation of IT Outsourcing agreements. Growing ability to process data remotely, nearly unlimited capacities of data storage systems along with the emergence of next day technologies operating data in unconventional ways, generating unanticipated outcomes - all of this might make parties feel like they are losing control over the assets or are not complying with the relevant regulatory requirements. Much have been written on the topic
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\(^\text{87}\) Telecommunications services. [www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/telecom_e/telecom_e.htm](http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/serv_e/telecom_e/telecom_e.htm) (26 September 2015).
of data security and protection from technical, business and legal perspectives, nevertheless vast majority of researches appear to adopt a rather limited approach and focus on the specific aspects only. In the current subchapter, the topic of Data Protection in IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing will be assessed in the light of EU law with some references being made to the technical literature and established standards in the field of Information Technology.

First of all, it is worth mentioning that technical literature usually distinguishes data from information, defining data as “a subset of information in an electronic format that allows it to be retrieved or transmitted”\(^89\) and information as “an instance of an information type… communication or representation of knowledge”\(^90\), regardless its format. Another common distinction is made in terms of content, where data constitutes a set of raw facts and information is a piece of data with a specific meaning or function that can be obtained e.g. by processing the data. Nevertheless, when considering measures to secure either information or data, term information security is usually used, as constituting “protection of information and information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide confidentiality, integrity, and availability”\(^91\). The reason behind it is probably an intention to cover information of various types and not to restrict the protection to the electronic form.

2.2.1. Data security objectives

Confidentiality, integrity and availability (often referred together as CIA) are the main objectives of information and data security, appearing in various industry and government standards. International Organization for Standardization (ISO) issued an updated standard on Information security management systems\(^92\) which uses the definitions set out in the Standard ISO/IEC 27000, cited in the previous chapter. It defines confidentiality as the “property that information is not made available or disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes”\(^93\), availability as “the
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\(^{90}\) Ibid, p. 92.
\(^{91}\) Ibid, p. 94.
property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity”\textsuperscript{94} and integrity as “the property of safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of assets”\textsuperscript{95}. Estonian IT baseline security system (ISKE) based on German information security standard IT Baseline Protection Manual, introduced in 2004 operates the same objectives, adding Delay as an extra category that constitutes time critical availability according to which security class is assigned to each separate piece of data.\textsuperscript{96}

In the legal context, however, data and information are not differentiated and terms are used interchangeably. As, for example, in EU Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data\textsuperscript{97} (hereinafter Data Protection Directive) which stipulates that “principles of protection must apply to any information…”\textsuperscript{98} and defines personal data as “any information relating to…”\textsuperscript{99}. Rather than distinguishing information by the format, legal acts in general differentiate it by the content, recognizing such categories of data as personal data and sensitive data. One could make an assumption that for the matter of law threats to data security originate not from the form it is stored or transmitted in, but rather from the content itself.

The Council of Europe Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data (often referred to as CoE 108)\textsuperscript{100} was among the first regulations explicitly addressing data protection in Europe and is certainly the most influential as it is opened for non-members of the Council of Europe and currently is legally binding for 47 states. Principles set out in the Convention have later been incorporated into EU law, in Data Protection Directive in 1995 and further into the Charter of Fundamental Rights\textsuperscript{101}.

\textsuperscript{94} Ibid, p. 2.
\textsuperscript{95} Ibid, p. 5.
\textsuperscript{96} Three-level IT baseline security system ISKE. www.ria.ee/iske-en (26 September 2015).
\textsuperscript{98} Ibid, recital 26.
\textsuperscript{99} Ibid, art 2a(a).
\textsuperscript{100} CoE, Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data, Council of Europe, CETS No. 108, 1981.
CoE 108 Convention and Data Protection Directive define key principles of Data Security\(^\text{102}\) (former) and Security of data processing\(^\text{103}\) (latter). Although neither of regulations uses CIA terms, wording suggests that the drafters had them in mind. Confidentiality is expressed in measures against accidental access or dissemination (CoE 108) and unauthorized disclosure or access (Data Protection Directive); availability – in measures against accidental or unauthorised destruction or accidental loss (CoE 108) and accidental or unlawful destruction (Data Protection Directive); integrity – in measures against alteration (both CoE 108 and Data Protection Directive). In the context of EU law confidentiality, integrity and availability terms are expressly defined only in Regulation 460/2004 on the establishment of European Network and Information Security Agency (ENISA)\(^\text{104}\) and solely for the purpose of the Regulation.

2.2.2. EU Data Protection regulations

Unlike IT security standards, data protection legislation does not address all types of data. While data security can and often is a subject to the contract provisions, regulations concern only the certain specific categories. The main EU legislative act in this field is, as mentioned before, Data Protection Directive, which is limited in scope both by subject and by actors. First of all, it applies only to the personal data which is “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person… who can be identified, directly or indirectly”\(^\text{105}\) and is being processed wholly or in part by automatic means. For the purpose of the Directive processing of personal data means “any operation or set of operations… such as collection, recording, organization, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, blocking, erasure or destruction”\(^\text{106}\). EU legislation on data protection is considered to have a data-centric structure,\(^\text{107}\) however, the location of such personal data itself, citizenship or residence of a data subject is not decisive.\(^\text{108}\) Secondly, it applies only to the data
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\(^{102}\) CoE, \textit{supra} nota 100, art 7.
\(^{103}\) Directive 95/46/EC, \textit{supra} nota 87, art 17.
\(^{105}\) Directive 95/46/EC, \textit{supra} nota 87, art 2(a).
\(^{106}\) Ibid, art 2(b).
controllers established in one of the EU Member States or those that are established in none of them, but use equipment that is situated within the EU.

Data controller can be a natural or legal person, public body which determines purposes and means of the processing,\(^{109}\) while processor is the person which processes personal data on behalf of the controller.\(^{110}\) It is important to note that “the roles in the processing activity are determined on the basis of the relationship with information, rather than by virtue of the nature of the inter-subjective relationship”\(^{111}\). Controller is a key figure in Data Protection Directive which has own obligations in regards to personal data and also is capable of allocating responsibility to the third parties.\(^{112}\) In IT Outsourcing agreements data protection regulations would usually come into the picture when outsourcer has control over the personal data and entrusts processing of it, completely or partially, to the service provider. It may be the sole purpose of the Outsourcing contract (processing of personal data, e.g. sending out invoices) or outsourcing of a certain function, carrying out of which is touching upon personal data (e.g. backup of databases containing personal data). In typical IT Outsourcing agreements outsourcer will be regarded as a data controller and will have certain obligations associated with the role while service provider will remain a processor.

Controller has a variety of obligations, including general obligation to ensure that collecting of data is carried out for adequate and relevant purposes, that data is maintained accurate and up to date etc. But what is most relevant to IT Outsourcing agreements are the obligations related to the processing itself. First of all, it is an obligation to ensure fair and lawful processing of data, compatible with specific purposes.\(^{113}\) Secondly, a controller is obliged to implement appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect personal data against threats defined in Article 17, cited above. Those measures should consider the state of the art and cost of implementation to ensure an appropriate level of security that corresponds to the nature of data that is to be protected.\(^{114}\) Thirdly, and most importantly for Outsourcing relations, a controller has to choose a processor that provides sufficient guarantees in respect of the technical security and organizational measures governing the
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processing of data and must ensure processor’ compliance.\textsuperscript{115} Finally, there must be a legally binding contract between controller and processor and the obligation to ensure appropriate technical and organizational measures to protect data must be binding for a processor as well.\textsuperscript{116}

Processor, on the other hand, does not have specific obligations except to provide sufficient guarantees in respect of the technical security and organizational measures governing processing of data in question and to act only on the instructions from the controller. Perhaps the most important obligation for processor is one defined in Article 16, which stipulates that processor “must not process them except on instructions from the controller unless he is required to do so by law”\textsuperscript{117}.

For classic Outsourcing contracts, this regulation would not constitute a problem in terms of defining roles and understanding parties’ responsibilities. Such type of deals are carefully planned and most of the times well documented. It is in outsourcer interest to ensure that service provider carries out his functions the way outsourcer requires it to be and that the provider has all the means for it, including support and necessary information provided by the outsourcer. Outsourcing agreements often involve a movement of workers that serves the purpose of bringing the expertise to the service provider and ensure a correspondent quality of service. In an example IT Outsourcing case, defined in the beginning of the current chapter, outsourcer would remain a data controller. As services provided to outsourcer covered only infrastructure installation and maintenance, it could be argued whether this is sufficient ground for a service provider to be named a data processor. Nevertheless, outsourcer would likely attempt to secure provider’s compliance with technical and organizational measures in order to ensure its own compliance.

Applying Data Protection regulations to Cloud Computing is more challenging as the nature of the service itself does not anticipate much integration or cooperation between the parties, but rather takes a form of Cloud Computing provider supplying ready available tools to be used for whatever purposes by the client. Currently, clients would not expect Cloud Computing provider to offer a wide variety of options tailored specifically to their needs or to make changes into default configuration on-the-go (bearing in mind that it is a public cloud that is being considered). Thus, a question that arises

\textsuperscript{115} Ibid, art 17(2).
\textsuperscript{116} Ibid, art. 17(4).
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is whether Cloud Computing provider supplying merely means and acting only on the behalf of a client would be considered data processor.¹¹⁸

Undoubtedly, Cloud Computing provider would be a processor¹¹⁹¹²⁰ or even a controller in regard to the data processing taking place without the instructions from the data controller side, if provider would, for example, conduct big data analysis or utilize the data in any way other than as instructed by the client. In that sense no particular difference exists between Cloud Computing provider and the service provider in IT Outsourcing context, a processor shall act only upon instructions from the controller as stipulated in Article 17 of the Data Protection Directive, which, however, in the view of scholars is ill-suited for the complex contracting practices in Cloud Computing.¹²¹

As pointed out in White paper on the proposed data protection regulation, many of Cloud Computing providers act as neutral intermediaries and it should be recognized.¹²² Alternative approach is suggested - to add data protection to the scope of Article 5(b) of the E-Commerce Directive¹²³ or introduce similar exceptions for processors by analogy to the Article in the context of data protection regulations. It would not only set prerequisites to Cloud Computing provider's liability but also create an obligation to maintain adequate notice and takedown procedures.¹²⁴

Another question that arises from a client using Cloud Computing services in a public cloud is client's ability to ensure Cloud Computing provider's compliance. Can one assume that client is in a position to take responsibility for Cloud Computing provider compliance in the light of short-term, pay-per-use contracts that do not require extensive negotiations? Cloud Computing services have been promoted, also by the EU Commission, as beneficial for the newly established businesses and small

¹²⁰ Mantelero (2012), supra nota 107, p. 3.
¹²⁴ Hon et al. (2014), supra nota 121, p.21.
and medium enterprises because of its convenience and rather low initial investments required. The question is whether it would be feasible to slow the process down by forcing potential clients of Cloud Computing services to give up on a public cloud out of fear of breaking compliance rules by not being able to guarantee Cloud Computing provider’s obligations. Hon et al. (2014) suggest in this matter that substantial test is to be adopted, where controllers which took appropriate measures to prevent a breach of data protection obligations would not be liable for such a breach.

2.2.2.1. Proposed General Data Protection Regulation

Expectations were high for a proposed General Data Protection Regulation to tackle the numerous uncertainties as to the application of current framework to the new types of business relations enabled by the emergence of new services, including Cloud Computing. Proposal for a Regulation was presented in 2012 and is still awaiting its final adoption, however, at the present it seems that proposed Regulation (at least in its current wording) would have to be refined in order to clarify uncertainties created by the Data Protection Directive currently in force and also those additional raised by the proposed Regulation itself.

Under the General Data Protection Regulation substantial scope of data protection law remained untouched, while territorial scope has been rephrased and modified. A much discussed concept of “use of equipment” has been removed and substituted with third country controllers or processors with no EU establishment, which are offering goods or services to data subjects or monitoring their behavior. This clause has obviously in mind targeting online retailers and Cloud Computing providers offering services to natural persons, as well as companies dealing with studying consumer behavior and profiling. However, in the current wording, Cloud Computing providers offering services to the enterprises which, in turn, by means of these services process personal data,

126 Hon et al. (2014), supra nota 121, p. 18.
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would not be covered by this particular clause because they are not offering Cloud Computing services to the data subjects themselves.

Concepts of data controller and data processor remained unchanged, unlike their obligations and accountability, which have been widened. As with the current Data Protection Directive, application of roles to Cloud Computing services is unclear. Hon et al. (2014) once again, now in the context of the proposed Regulation, stress upon the fact that overbroad accountability of data controller is not in line with the particular circumstances of Cloud Computing, where client is not able to control the way Cloud Computing provider handles the data to the full extent. Consequently, Cloud Computing provider should not be named a processor, as no instructions are given to it by the client and it does not actively process the data. As follows, proposed Data Protection Regulation is still better suited for traditional Outsourcing deals with outsourcer controlling service provider and actually accessing the data solely through it.

Alternative ways of dealing with data protection under Cloud Computing have been proposed, one of them being to abolish controller-processor concept and to “vest the data controller title, rights and obligations upon anyone processing personal information, regardless of its means, conditions or purposes”132. Another one is not to treat encrypted personal data as personal data in relation to those who do not possess an encryption key (Cloud Computing provider would be one of them in most cases). The main reasoning behind it is that it would be inappropriate to apply data protection obligation to persons who de facto do not have access to the data. Following the same logic, transfer of data would occur only if the recipient can actually access it. Another aspect of encrypted or anonymized data is that process of accomplishing it could be considered as a processing of data under the Data Protection Directive and would require data subject's consent.135
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2.2.3. Data protection legislation addressing data security objectives

Going back to confidentiality, integrity and availability criteria for information security, both current and proposed regulations touch upon it and provide a set of tools to secure. As for data confidentiality, most of both Data Protection Directive and proposed Regulation are dealing with this aspect. It is mainly reflected in obligations not to disclose information and requirements as to the location of data itself. The latter is arguable in today's realities, where data is no longer accessed physically, but is a part of a global network. In fact, physical break in into the data center where data is stored is more unlikely than a cyber-attack via the Internet. One could ask if location matters at all in current circumstances.

A threat to the data located abroad which clearly gets most of the attention is law enforcement by the respective foreign government, that is, or more accurate, was addressed by Safe Harbor which will be mentioned below. But even if the hardware on which part of the information is stored was seized and all the parts of such information were retrieved from different hardware components, it still might not be possible to combine it into the usable data. So even if we someone in remote jurisdiction seize physical hardware, data retrieved will usually not be usable unless Cloud Computing provider is willing to cooperate. But then again, if data is encrypted, it would not be possible to retrieve it even with the help of Cloud Computing provider unless encryption is weak and keys are stored by the provider. One could doubt encryption techniques security as well, but if data is that sensitive, it is probably not going to be kept in the public cloud anyway.

Availability criteria has been addressed as well, especially by Regulation proposal, which requires interoperability and data portability. It has been criticized as creating high burden for Cloud Computing providers and also constituting Competition law concern. But the current wording of the clause allows only data subjects to receive the data in a widely used format, thus provision does not address for example availability of the data to the outsourcer who is not data subject and entrusts
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it for processing to a service provider. Equally, clients who use Cloud Computing services would not be entitled to benefit from the provision when they are processing data they are not the subject of.

As to integrity, confidentiality aspect has been over-addressed meaning that undertaken steps are supposed to minimize the risks of unauthorized parties modifying information. If one would go for establishing such a resource-demanding obligations as interoperability and portability, it would make sense to introduce requirements for the systems handing personal data that would ensure its integrity. Perhaps such as log functions tracking access of data and its modification that would enable data subjects to control data integrity, similar to the one Estonian ID-cards system has. Moreover, with constantly growing adoption of Cloud Computing one should bear in mind that it anticipates a number of data transfers over the public networks, so one should consider integrity of data in the course of such transfers.

Safe Harbor as a tool of regulating data transfers outside of EU\textsuperscript{139} was included into proposed Regulation, but since one of the decisions\textsuperscript{140} has recently been invalidated by the European Court of Justice ruling\textsuperscript{141}, the Commission will have to work on the alternative way of ensuring safe data transfers abroad. Safe Harbor once again addresses confidentiality aspect and aims to prevent unauthorized parties in third countries from accessing and processing personal data. But in information security server location matters a little, while other security measures such as network configuration, firewalls, and strong authentication methods do the job. Substituting Safe Harbor with a new system should be done taking into the account possible technical measures. The old system applied similarly in the IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing context, but for IT Outsourcing it was easier to circumvent it by placing servers in approved jurisdictions or within the EU but letting personal from third countries operating the data. For Cloud Computing it was far more difficult to circumvent it in case of a public cloud and one option would be once again to go with a private cloud.

MacDonald \textit{et al.} (2014) ask similar questions, as, for example whether borders matter at all in achieving data security if there would be adequate security standards in force and data subject would

\textsuperscript{139} Decisions adopted pursuant to Article 25(6) of the Data Protection Directive
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give their unambiguous consent. They go even further and raise a question whether current framework could constitute unjustified discrimination of trade and actually prevent business from pursuing advantages by exploiting multinational data. The question is interesting and will be further elaborated in succeeding subchapter on Competition law.

2.2.4. Conclusions

It is important to note that most of the concerns that were mentioned in this subchapter in regard to Cloud Computing can be circumvented by building own private cloud instead of using a public one, but it then increases costs and leaves client with less flexibility in rapid scaling of resources, which is one of the main benefits of Cloud Computing. Data Protection regulations are more or less clear in regard to conventional Outsourcing while remaining inefficient for Cloud Computing. It means that regulations failed to acknowledge recent developments in technology and continuously evolving business relations.

It can be summarized that in the case of IT Outsourcing roles prescribed by the Data Protection Directive are more or less clear and parties usually are able to hold each other accountable because the contracts are tailored and mostly concluded for a long-term. Parties to the contract integrate to the certain extent, by for example sharing expertise or moving employees. As for Cloud Computing roles are not clear because of complicated relations between parties themselves. Offered services are not tailored to the specific client unless it is a private cloud that is build and client has fewer possibilities to hold Cloud Computing provider liable since contract clauses are usually standard ones, favoring the provider and also short-term, without a possibility to modify.

As apparent, applying data protection regulations to Cloud Computing by analogy with IT Outsourcing is not feasible. Firstly, business relations between Cloud Computing provider and client are different from IT Outsourcing ones, and the same allocation of roles and responsibilities may be unjustified. Secondly, business models are different, and while in IT Outsourcing outsourcer seeks long and lasting partnership, Cloud Computing does not anticipate the same level of cooperation. Thirdly, in the light of abovementioned, outsourcer would rather cooperate with his own IT Outsourcing provider to take an advantage of Cloud Computing (as IT Outsourcing providers try to

catch up on recent developments they offer Cloud Computing services along with traditional ones, which has been mentioned in the previous chapter) rather than approach external Cloud Computing provider and use a public cloud.

Finally, this subchapter focused on the simplest scenarios within IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing and yet there are many question marks, in fact even more taking into account proposed General Data Protection Regulation. Provisions not only fail to consider Cloud Computing but even some aspects of traditional IT Outsourcing. A substantial review has to be made to provide more effective and feasible framework, acknowledging different areas of law, including competition law and IP rights protection, which would be discussed in following subchapters.

2.3. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing in the context of Competition law

Competition law seeks to promote competition in different markets, protect consumer welfare, stimulate innovation and also to protect interests of businesses. It is obvious that some of these goals can contradict with each other, so comprehensive policy is necessary to balance all the interests and to adopt appropriate and effective measures. Competition is perceived differently by legal scholars, it can constitute the end goal of competition policy or rather be a continuous process which competition policy seeks to secure. According to Luciano et al. (2011), for example, Competition law has as an objective to “protect the process of competition and enhance consumer welfare”\(^{144}\), while according to Botta (2011) the end goal of Competition law is “free competition in the market, which results in maximization of consumers’ welfare”\(^{145}\).

States exercise their competition policy by adopting \textit{ex ante} and \textit{ex post} regulations. The former type of legislation is usually covering the certain field and has the aim to prevent monopolization of the certain market and hamper anticompetitive conducts or abuses of dominant position by market participants. The latter type of regulations deals with situations where competition has already been distorted by the particular behaviour of market participants. In the context of EU

law, *ex post* regulations are the same for any market, although slight differences exist as to exceptions introduced for the particular industries.

Four instruments dealing with distortion of competition are established by EU Competition law, these are Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)\textsuperscript{146}, Article 107 TFEU and the EC Merger Regulation\textsuperscript{147}. Article 101 TFEU is dealing with either horizontal or vertical anticompetitive agreements, Article 102 with abuse of dominant position, Article 107 with state aid which is incompatible with Competition law and, finally, EC Merger Regulation regulates mergers that may potentially distort competition in relevant markets.

### 2.3.1. IT Outsourcing and competition regulations

In the context of IT Outsourcing, application of Articles 101 and 102 is rather straightforward, and the outcomes of eventual investigations under these provisions depend on the particular market, position of Outsourcing service provider and also the type and significance of the conduct itself. A subject that proves to be more complicated is the regulation of mergers, in the context of which IT Outsourcing is discussed most often. Transactions that constitute concentration\textsuperscript{148} and have Community dimension\textsuperscript{149} are subjects to EU legislation on mergers.

Outsourcing is seen as a tool for achieving a competitive advantage as a size of companies often creates inflexibility and results in diseconomies of scale.\textsuperscript{150} Nevertheless, EU lacks a clear and consistent approach to outsourcing transactions under Regulation 139/2004 (the Merger Regulation).\textsuperscript{151} Apart from community dimension aspect, which is usually difficult to assess in different circumstances as well, not only in the case of IT Outsourcing, the definition of concentration raises an even more challenging question. While it is obvious that Outsourcing agreement between companies in the same group is not subject to Merger Regulation because it does not satisfy conditions
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set forward in Article 3 of the Regulation\textsuperscript{152} (no change of control is taking place), the picture is not entirely clear in the event of Outsourcing agreement concluded with an external service provider.

Outsourcing deals can be different depending on their scope, ranging from simple ones, merely providing certain service to more complex, involving a transfer of employees and assets. Here is where the Merger Regulation comes into the picture. Whether such type of deals could be regarded as concentration depends on the fact whether assets or employees that are being transferred to Outsourcing service provider were used or are used not only to provide service internally within the company, but also to provide services to external clients. In the case of the latter, such Outsourcing agreement would most likely be classified as a concentration.\textsuperscript{153} In the case of the former, such agreement would not be a concentration unless these new assets would enable Outsourcing service provider to supply not only outsourcer but also the third parties.\textsuperscript{154}

While the transfer of internal IT department would usually not be a concern here, other complex Outsourcing deals would probably be a subject of a comprehensive investigation by both parties. Such Outsourcing agreement could also potentially become a subject to the Commission’s evaluation according to the Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulation\textsuperscript{155} in the event where a transfer of assets also includes IP rights which are to be exploited in the course of production of a certain product.

2.3.2. Cloud Computing and competition concerns

When it comes to Cloud Computing, a challenge of defining a relevant market is the one that emerges directly because of no single definition of Cloud Computing itself. The first question is whether Cloud Computing is a new market or is simply a part of the larger market for IT services.\textsuperscript{156} Subsequent questions are whether markets should be differentiated by the type of cloud (public or private) and, similarly, whether markets should be differentiated on the basis of providers, where there are traditional IT Outsourcing companies providing Cloud Computing services and other providers.
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Also, difficulties may emerge in defining the service in question itself. There are many providers offering Cloud Computing services, but since there is no conformity on what it actually includes, one should assess the substance of the service rather than rely on the commercial naming.

There are two main scenarios where \textit{ex post} regulations could apply to Cloud Computing providers, and these are an abuse of dominant position by Cloud Computing provider and anticompetitive agreements with Cloud Computing provider as a party. Another case, which does not directly relate to abuse from Cloud Computing provider side, but nevertheless could potentially influence the field is an abuse of dominant position by third parties with a direct effect on competition between Cloud Computing providers.

The first scenario, an abuse of dominant position by Cloud Computing provider, is the one that is often discussed in the context of portability and interoperability. The fear is that Cloud Computing provider could prevent interoperability with other providers’ services and make it technically difficult or very costly to retrieve the data from its system in a format that would enable client to switch to another provider without an extensive effort. Such customer lock-in is likely to be occurring already, but the problem is that in order to trigger Article 102 TFEU application, certain Cloud Computing provider has to hold a dominant position in the relevant market. Even though exact figures on market shares in Cloud Computing sector are not available, it seems unlikely that any active provider currently enjoys such market shares.\footnote{\textit{Ibid}, p.19.} Moreover, an abuse of dominant position is something that has to be proved as well as the mere existence of lock-in would not automatically constitute an abuse.

While in IT Outsourcing it would depend on the type of service and its configuration, in the case of public cloud most of the times service would require a transfer of data between the cloud and the client through Internet Service Provider (ISP).\footnote{\textit{Ibid}, p.16.} These providers can substantially influence Cloud Computing services and potentially discriminate certain Cloud Computing providers, in which case it could become a subject for the breach of Article 102\footnote{Consolidated Version of the Treaty on European Union, \textit{supra} nota 146, art. 102.} investigation on either discrimination of certain providers or refuse to supply.\footnote{\textit{Ibid}, p.21.} However, ISP providing services on different terms and conditions that depend on Cloud Computing provider’s requirements as to capacity and quality would
not constitute discrimination itself.\textsuperscript{161} On the other hand, integration between ISP and certain Cloud Computing provider could potentially trigger an investigation for the breach of Article 101 TFEU\textsuperscript{162}, if the agreement between the parties is anticompetitive.

Taking into account abovementioned and the fact EU Competition law \textit{ex post} regulations in this field are selectively enforced by the Commission, it is clear that those measures may not effectively safeguard competition in Cloud Computing market. Especially taking into account that the Commission “does not tend to be overly intrusive, in order to avoid hampering the technological development of the ICT sector in the EU, which is perceived to be a key sector of the EU economy”\textsuperscript{163}. The Commission seems to acknowledge the need of addressing competition issues in \textit{ex ante} regulations, as for example the General Data Protection Regulation includes free movement of data clause\textsuperscript{164}, seeking to secure data portability and interoperability. However, some are of the view that it is overly intrusive method creating high burden for Cloud Computing providers.\textsuperscript{165} Same regulation has been criticized because of potentially discriminating clauses regulating data export abroad.\textsuperscript{166} Although protection of data and data subjects is a legitimate purpose of the General Data Protection Regulation, critique suggests that it might not be sufficiently balanced with other purposes, for instance promoting the competition.

Another competition concern that has been acknowledged in IT Outsourcing field and applies equally to Cloud Computing are so-called data hostage terms in Outsourcing agreements.\textsuperscript{167} These clauses provide IT Outsourcing provider with a possibility to hold outsourcer’s data hostage until some obligations are fulfilled (such as payment). Data became one of the most valuable assets business has and in such a scenario outsourcer is in a less favourable position in a dispute over the terms of the agreement. Data availability can be critical to the outsourcer and because of data hostage terms his interests may be damaged. It became an issue, forcing outsourcers to shorten terms of the agreement and schedule a renewal every year in order to avoid such situations. Such clauses have yet to be
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addressed in Competition regulations, although scholars are calling for prohibiting them by the means of government intervention.\textsuperscript{168}

Creating open standards for Cloud Computing has been suggested as an instrument for protecting competition and consumer welfare. Some call for de facto standards, ones “created by the market rather than by a standardization body”\textsuperscript{169} to avoid excess government intervention into the still developing market. EU has made certain steps in this direction, which would be further discussed in the next chapter.

\textbf{2.3.3. Conclusions}

In the current subchapter, the author summarized questions arising from the application of \textit{ex ante} regulations in the field of competition law to IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing. The efficiency of the regulations could be challenged, especially in regard to Cloud Computing. While the most controversial topic in the context of Outsourcing is control of mergers, Cloud Computing services have yet to become a subject to the Commission’s investigation. In the absence of jurisprudence on this point, different scenarios were shortly addressed in order to highlight the type of questions they raise. The subject of Cloud Computing under the Competition law is rather new, with few studies conducted on it, which were referred to by the author. However, safeguarding competition in Cloud Computing is widely discussed in the context of other fields of law, which suggests that there is a need for introducing relevant \textit{ex ante} provisions to effectively address competition concerns.

\textbf{2.4. Certain aspects of IP in the context of IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing deals}

Development of technology has for a long time posed a threat to the current IP right protection system. First it enabled reproduction of copyright protected material in physical form without a permission of rights holder, which started with printed material and recently reached basically everything thanks to the development of 3D printing. Later it enabled reproduction in digital form that requires a minimum amount of time and resources, can produce the unlimited number of copies, all
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of them being of the same quality. All these technologies caused harm not only to rights holders (by reproduction without permission), but also harmed consumers (application of exhaustion doctrine is unclear in regard to digital goods, which prevents resale of them).

Cloud Computing is not an exception, and it is often mentioned in the context of copyright, especially remote storage service which makes it more difficult to trace copyright infringer and seize materials. While it is certainly something that may harm business interests if it is entity’s IP rights that are being infringed, in the context of IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing IP rights are discussed in different circumstances, some of which will be assessed in this subchapter.

2.4.1. Licensing

One of the important aspects of IT Outsourcing which is related to IP is software licenses. Since software is protected by copyright, business entities using certain software have to comply with the terms of the particular license. In the case of IT Outsourcing agreement such as one in our example case where infrastructure installation and maintenance are handled by service provider, parties have to agree on their responsibilities in regard to licences e.g. who is going to acquire them and ensure compliance with the license terms. Usually the primary goal of the Outsourcing deal is not in saving money on software licenses, so these aspects often receive too little attention.\textsuperscript{170}

IT Outsourcing agreement for a deal such as an example one should stipulate whether existing licenses (if any) will be transferred into service provider’s responsibility and which party will be responsible for negotiating license agreements with the software provider, purchasing and owning licenses in the future. In case outsourcer wishes to retain these functions and negotiate provisions on his own, there should be a streamlined process in place to communicate terms of acquired licenses to a service provider so that delivery of services can occur without a delay which might be caused by a lack of license information. If a service provider is the one responsible for acquiring all the licenses in its own name, he should also bear the responsibility for compliance with the terms. If, for example, outsourcer is going to share infrastructure environment with provider’s other customers (e.g. virtual

server deployed on the shared infrastructure), he should make sure that software is licensed accordingly, and that license permits it.

Outsourcer’s or service provider’s authorization to contact external software vendor in case of problems will depend on the fact which of the parties owns a license and eventual support subscription. Generally, it’s a good idea to authorize the service provider to do it even if the outsourcer is the one owning the license and subscription since service provider should be able to keep in touch with an external software vendor to resolve a problem. Resolution time can depend on provider’s ability to effectively communicate with external vendors and shortening it is in outsourcer interest. An agreement could also stipulate what happens with the licenses upon agreement’s termination to avoid unexpected situations in the future.

In the case of Cloud Computing, things are a bit different. For some time now Cloud has been used as a tool for simplifying license management and securing software vendor rights in it, by making it impossible to copy software or license key and distribute it further. Software as a Service has been a very popular concept among businesses targeting end-users, but in our case it is of less relevance. The focus of this subchapter is not a license for end-users for the use of software deployed in a cloud, but licenses relevant to IT Outsourcing deal as in our example case, where there is software necessary to manage underlying infrastructure resources (e.g. server or database).

As fairly noted, while Cloud Computing “has the potential to simplify the licensing and use of software, it has, in fact, only added to the problem”\(^\text{171}\). On-demand provisioning of resources requires quick allocation of licenses, which has to be done either automatically by cloud itself or by a client that would usually mean manually. Just as like in traditional IT Outsourcing deals, shared resources should be acknowledged by a license which may not allow it. Traditional methods of enforcing license compliance, such as keys (especially ones tied to hardware IDs) do not really fit cloud architecture.

Short-term allocation of licenses is something that is vital to Cloud Computing but rarely addressed in reality. Taking into account different incompatibility issues that may arise from moving an operation to a cloud environment, clients may need to deploy and test few different systems instead of going for one option from the very beginning, so time-limited trial licenses is something software

vendors would need to consider in this context. Also, there could be additional problems with hybrid clouds, where workload portability between them could be restricted by shortcomings of licenses in a private or public cloud. All of these features makes open source software better suited for Cloud Computing services, and it is thus widely used.\footnote{Ibid, pp. 396-400.}

Going back to our Cloud Computing case, where client purchases Infrastructure as a Service, the license would usually be provided as a service for all the necessary software. Amazon Customer Agreement, for example, grants a client limited, revocable, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable and non-transferrable license to access and use their services, which may comprise of components where Amazon or its affiliates or licensors own rights.\footnote{AWS Customer Agreement, Amazon 2015. aws.amazon.com/agreement/ (26 September 2015).} Thus license becomes just another resource, billed at some standard price.

However, client purchasing Infrastructure as a Service from Cloud Computing provider can encounter problems when deploying applications on this infrastructure, which are supplied by third vendors. Not all of the software vendors offer licenses suitable for a cloud. Most fitted licenses for cloud usage are those based on concurrent user’s model where software is licensed per simultaneous connections. Oracle, for example, has a list of authorized cloud environments (with Amazon’s Elastic Computer Cloud among them) and instructions how to count these licenses.\footnote{Licensing Oracle Software in the Cloud Computing Environment. www.oracle.com/us/corporate/pricing/cloud-licensing-070579.pdf (26 September 2015).} Amazon Web Services Service Terms also explicitly state that for example use of Red Hat software is subject to the terms and conditions of their own Subscription Agreement.\footnote{AWS Service Terms, Amazon 2015. aws.amazon.com/service-terms/ (26 September 2015).}

While client purchasing Cloud Computing services in a public cloud does not have to worry about licenses for the infrastructure itself, license to deploy and run certain software is under his sole responsibility. As can be seen from above, traditional license models are not well suited for Cloud Computing and may substantially limit client’s options. Taking into account growing interest in Cloud Computing, software vendors failing to adopt appropriate schemes can lose customers to other vendors. On the other hand, same inappropriate license terms can hold an organization back from adopting Cloud Computing.\footnote{McRoberts (2013), supra nota 171, p. 396.}
Although there are some innovative solutions out there, as for example Amazon’s DevPay service, that lets its clients which are using Amazon cloud to deliver their own software, to manage access and billing for their service, clients using such public cloud to host third-party software are usually on their own to negotiate it with those third parties and ensure compliance.

While, as was mentioned above, concurrent user licenses is the best fit for a cloud out of traditionally established types, it is up to software vendor to decide whether to modify license accordingly. Some scholars call to establish a range of standard license models that would be suitable for Cloud Computing that software vendors could choose from, because it would make more sense to delegate license management and billing to service providers instead.\footnote{Ibid, p. 401.} Another suggestion is to work on standard Application Program Interfaces (APIs) for cloud providers to make license management automated and give software vendors possibility to track transparency of service provider’s service.\footnote{Ibid.}

### 2.4.2. IP rights ownership

Another aspect of IP that is relevant in the context of IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing is the ownership of IP rights. IT Outsourcing contracts would usually stipulate who owns the data to be placed into the system and any subsequent modifications of it. While in our case outsourcer will own the data that is uploaded into the systems hosted on Outsourcing service provider servers, modifications have to be mentioned separately. If outsourcer is outsourcing some IP rights, he has to make sure that service provider has necessary rights and license to use it, so there are no restrictions affecting outsourcer ability to effectively perform his obligations.\footnote{Ghelfi, D. The ‘Outsourcing Offshore’ Conundrum: An Intellectual Property Perspective. WIPO, www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/sme/en/documents/pdf/outourcing.pdf (26 September 2015) p. 10.}

As IP attributed to outsourcer can be further modified or enhanced, and parties can also jointly create some IP, it is also necessary to establish who will have ownership over this new data.\footnote{Ibid.} Joint ownership is in general not the best option in a case of agreement’s termination since neither of parties would be able to exploit their rights without permission from the other party, so such cases have to be discussed and agreed in advance.
In our IT Outsourcing case examples of newly created IP in the course of service provider delivering service would be writing a customized script to be used on outsourcer’s server. The outsourcer will probably like to own that kind of IP or acquire a license for it. Or for example, customized configuration, let it be web-server. Not only would outsourcer like to own right in it, but maybe even prevent service provider of reusing configuration for other clients or keep it a business secret. It is wise to stipulate in an agreement what is considered trade secret and requires corresponding treatment as the service provider may engage subcontractors if agreement permits it. Dealing with this type of questions at the stage of entering into an agreement can save a lot of work and time for negotiations later on. Also, in IT Outsourcing deals outsourcer can request a possibility to audit service provider and ensure that he is fulfilling these obligations.

In the case of Cloud Computing, the picture becomes less clear in case client is renting Cloud Computing resources in a public cloud, where there will be no extensive negotiations with a service provider on the abovementioned points. Although in the process of uploading, storing and processing of data, Cloud Computing provider may create new IP, it may be difficult to separate it from the client’s existing content and thus establish ownership over such IP rights.\textsuperscript{181} Taking a look at Oracle’s and Amazon’s Terms of Services, there is no clauses stipulating ownership of IP rights other than ones saying that you own rights in what you upload. Nor does they mentions other IP that may result from the use of Cloud Computing service. And of course, agreements do not authorize the client to conduct an audit to assess Cloud Computing service provider compliance.

Oracle Cloud Service Agreement, however, stipulates that Oracle may compile statistical and other data about clients use of service, use it for statistical analyses and research and development and could even make it publicly available (in a form that does not reveal clients content or confidential information). It also explicitly states that such analysis does not constitute personal data, and all intellectual property rights remain with Oracle.\textsuperscript{182}

Amazon’s Web Services Customer Agreement, in turn, contains clauses which determine that content client posts or submits to various forums, sample code repositories, etc. is governed by the


terms of the Apache Software License, unless specified otherwise. Apache license gives others “perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form”.

2.4.3. Conclusions

Taking into account abovementioned conclusions can be drown that in the field of IP Cloud Computing services complicate the picture for business users. It is relevant both to license matters and also ownership of IP rights over the data stored or produced in a cloud. While licensing on the level of infrastructure can become easier for a client as it can be purchased as a service, deploying third party application on top of it can be problematic because of the license terms of third party’s licenses. Largest Cloud Computing providers have somehow adapted license terms to allow an application to be run in a cloud, but only in limited authorized environments, which means that they restrict clients in their choice of Cloud Computing providers. To make compliance easier some standard schemes for licensing in a cloud are suggested by scholars along with standardized APIs.

When it comes to IP ownership, unlike IT Outsourcing where parties have a possibility to address all of the possible scenarios in an agreement and determine ownership or necessary licensing terms, relations between client and Cloud Computing service provider are usually not as tight as Outsourcing one, if we consider a public cloud. Answers to multiple questions remain blurry as service agreements are usually silent on these matters. While they acknowledge client’s rights in uploaded data, which may well be driven by the intent to qualify as an intermediary service provider, a vast variety of more complicated questions remains unanswered.

2.5. Contracts and Service Level Agreements in Cloud Computing and IT Outsourcing

Although many fields of law directly influence both IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing services, contract remains the main instrument regulating relations between providers and clients, expressing their free will and intent to be bound by certain obligations. In certain cases, it is, of course,

arguable whether both parties possess the same bargaining power and whether roles allocated to each of them by the contract are in line with the relevant regulatory provisions.\textsuperscript{185}

A contract is an important tool in the relationship between outsourcer and service provider as it defines functions to be performed, usually in a long run, and anticipates greater intimacy than relationship created in other commercial contexts.\textsuperscript{186} Its most important function is to match expectations,\textsuperscript{187} thus extensive negotiations between parties are crucial to fulfill the objective. Negotiating a contract can be time-consuming, but when it is done properly it can prevent future disputes and ensure that each party’s interest is taken into account in the event of disagreement.

2.5.1. IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing contracts distinctive features

Just like any other specific types of contracts, outsourcing ones have their distinctive features, which will be summarized and compared to distinctive characters of Cloud Computing. Contracts are generally considered to be low-risk if they cover standalone systems, potentially even those already observed by outsourcer in the past, but as soon as they include a certain link between equipment, software or systems in general, they become much more complex. Some argue that service providers no longer supply services on the basis of fitness for purpose and prefer to sell them by description, thus not warranting that supplied services will meet the outsourcer purpose.\textsuperscript{188} This author supports this view to a certain extent, it will usually be the case for those supplying separate services, but there are certainly cases where the purpose of a contract is integration between systems and services, where service provider would eventually need to give some warranties in order to conclude a contract.

Another aspect in this context is that service provider would usually not guarantee that hardware and software work well together as a system and treat them as separate services.\textsuperscript{189} It may well be a case, so outsourcer has to be well aware of contract provisions. It could happen that sales people from service provider side state that their service will match outsourcer need, but the same will not be guaranteed in the contract and thus will be unenforceable, especially in a case where such a

\textsuperscript{185} As in data protection context, where roles of processor and controller are determined on the basis of parties relation to the data in question.
\textsuperscript{186} Kavaleff, (2006), \textit{supra} nota 4, p. 222.
\textsuperscript{188} \textit{Ibid}.
\textsuperscript{189} \textit{Ibid}, p. 131.
contract contains entire agreement clause, meaning that last version of it is the only legally binding document for the parties.

As it was mentioned in previous subchapters, IT Outsourcing comprises a lot of different services which can vary dramatically. Although there is a variety of Cloud Computing services, to match clients’ need service provider separates its services from each other (e.g. infrastructure components, platform, etc.). Despite providing certain guarantees for compatibility between its own services, Cloud Computing providers do not guarantee compatibility with client’s own systems. To ensure proper system integration client would need to figure it out on its own or use an external party to provide such type of consultancy (external party could even be a traditional Outsourcing provider). This applies of course to the case of a public cloud and usually can be negotiated in a private one.

Apart from the fact that Cloud Computing contracts for public clouds are concluded on a take it or leave it basis, there are few aspects that they usually do not cover, unlike Outsourcing ones. First of all, subcontracting may be restricted by Outsourcing agreement, while in Cloud Computing it is not. Moreover, it is assumed by clients that service provider utilizes services provided by external providers. Because of the standardized nature of the service provided no test procedures are available for Cloud Computing while they are often included in Outsourcing agreements with a purpose of ensuring a corresponding quality of service before delivery acceptance. Standardization of Cloud Computing contracts and relations, in general, results into the absence of particular contact person for each client and no obligations to get client’s approval for substituting certain employees.

Reporting is something that can be offered by Cloud Computing contract, but it often takes a form of a dashboard rather than personalized contacts with a client. It also does not anticipate audit possibilities, whereas Outsourcing agreement would usually include such arrangements. Data hostage terms, which allow Outsourcing provider to hold data hostage until outsourcer performs a certain obligation (e.g. payment), is a great concern in IT Outsourcing context. In Cloud Computing, this threat takes a form of data portability question, possibility to extract data in a widely-used format which allows the data to be quickly and efficiently imported into another cloud.

\footnote{Carpenter (2010), supra nota 167, p. 4.}

\footnote{It was elaborated on in competition law subchapter.
Another issue for businesses purchasing Cloud Computing services in a public cloud are changes into the Terms and Conditions. Unlike Outsourcing agreements, where terms are changed on the basis of a mutual agreement, in a public cloud such changes occur even without client being aware of it. The study has been conducted on the topic of Terms and Conditions of 31 different services (not only IaaS, but also PaaS and SaaS) offered by 27 cloud providers. It showed that in half a year 18 documents from 11 providers where changed and change was notified (revision date was stated), 28 documents from 18 providers were unchanged and notified (last revision date included), 19 documents from 12 providers were unchanged and not notified (no revision date, thus impossible to track a change unless one compares text) and, finally, 4 documents from 3 providers were changed but not notified. Consequently, business users of a public cloud risk missing an important update to Terms and Conditions that may potentially cause non-compliance.

2.5.2. Service Level Agreements

Service Level Agreement is an important part of a contract (often takes a form of an annex), which describes in detail service to be delivered, sets provider and client expectations, identifies metrics by which effectiveness of contracted services will be measured, changed and controlled. It specifies “objective, quantifiable, repeatable measures of matters within the service provider's responsibility, such as the performance of systems, the resolution of incidents or service requests, or the volume and accuracy of transactions and other outputs”. Starting point for such measurements can be existing operation parameters or industry standards, where SLAs are adjusted based on the future expectation of service and technology improvement.

According to De Silva et al (2005), companies were measuring and reporting performance to their internal customers long before Outsourcing and practice then spread to Outsourcing arrangements. It became a tool for establishing expected performance characteristics for a service that provider and client can rely on. An advantage of keeping SLAs in a separate document or as
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an annex to the main agreement is a possibility to revise it quickly and conveniently and modify measurements accordingly.

Well-defined SLA benefit both client and service provider as it prevents misunderstanding between parties strengthens trust and induces service improvement. When negotiating SLAs clients would usually prefer as detailed as possible description with a wide variety of measurements to be performed, while service provider favors general indications to ease future compliance with those obligations. However, studies show that “as the number of performance metrics increase, satisfactory outcomes decrease”\textsuperscript{197}. It further finds that performance improvement must be balanced with the inclusion of additional metrics and that client has to find a balance between directly measurable goals and those less measurable, otherwise the performance of individual objective may suffer.\textsuperscript{198}

There are different views on what exactly specifications should be included into SLA, one of them being eleven elements described by Goo (2010), which include service level objectives, service level contents, process ownership, future demand management, anticipated change, innovation, feedback, communication, measurement, conflict arbitration and enforcement.\textsuperscript{199} Studies suggest that typical Cloud Computing concerns in SLA can be mapped to match those elements.\textsuperscript{200}

The main difference between IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing SLA is the way they are established. Public cloud SLA is a standard one, managed unilaterally by service provider, where client simply has to accept described characteristics. The client has no active role in the process other than agreeing to the SLA.\textsuperscript{201} Giving the nature of relations between a client and a provider, IT Outsourcing SLA is closer to SLA in a private cloud, where decision are taken bilaterally. Two traditional IT Outsourcing SLA elements are redundant for the public cloud – innovation plan and anticipated change plan, while one remaining partially redundant is the exit strategy. It is in sole control of service provider what changes will be made to improve the service, which is not a clear cut for still maturing Cloud Computing services.\textsuperscript{202}

\textsuperscript{198} Ibid, p. 30-32.
\textsuperscript{199} Goo (2010), supra nota 193, p. 185-205.
\textsuperscript{201} Ibid, p. 11.
\textsuperscript{202} Ibid, p. 12.
Other primary differences between SLA for IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing are no service level objectives in regard to a cloud (as SLA is constructed unilaterally, without acknowledging client’s needs), governance aspects (e.g. expectations from a client) and absence of change management, which is controlled by a service provider. On the basis of this observation Comuzzi et al. (2013) created Cloud Outsourcing Framework that can be used for making Outsourcing decisions, where they argue that once Cloud Computing is chosen as Outsourcing option, certain aspects of SLA are more critical than others, as for example privacy or authorization could be more critical than negotiating performance-related aspects.

Typical Cloud Computing SLAs can provide service guarantees, such as availability, response time, disaster recovery, problem resolution time, allocation and releasing resources. Those are guaranteed over a specific time period, where the smaller is the time, the higher are commitments. An important aspect of those service guarantees is their granularity – whether availability is calculated per service, instance or aggregated. Specific exclusion to guarantees can be introduced, as, for example, in regard to maintenance. Way to report and measure violation, type of service credits have to be addressed by SLA.

The burden of detecting SLA violations usually lies on the customer and it can be unacceptable for an enterprise. Not only is it necessary for client to monitor cloud service, but also to report any violations in time, as most providers accept these claims only during a certain period of time after violation occurred (usually up to one month). Review of different Cloud Computing providers’ SLAs have been completed in 2012 and it showed that they only address availability, while enterprises need much more guarantees, such as disaster recovery, privacy, auditability, and security.

Currently, Amazon EC2 (IaaS) Service Level Agreement promises reasonable efforts to make EC2 available with monthly uptime of at least 99.95% (month being monthly billing cycle) and offers service credits if it does not comply with the commitments, except in the event of maintenance or other force majeure. Uptime percentage is calculated based on Availability Zone, which means that
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the whole region has to be unavailable, not single instances or volumes, so all of the client’s running instances have to lose external connectivity. Service credit is a dollar credit calculated on the uptime percentage and can be used only for future payments in the same availability region. To receive a credit, client has to submit a claim in accordance with a sample form including logs supporting the claimed outage before the end of the second billing cycle when the incident occurred. As apparent, EC2 SLA is really basic and addresses only question of availability and remuneration for a breach. Availability is further restricted to regions and burden of proof for its unavailability lies with a client.

Oracle Service Description for Compute Cloud Service (which corresponds to EC2 IaaS) promises commercially reasonable efforts to maintain availability rate of 99.95% during a month. Unavailability means all of the instances having no external connections. It also provides definitions for other aspects of system functioning that can be chosen from upon entering into an agreement (outbound data transfer, block storage capacity, IO requests). Public Cloud Hosting and Delivery Policies, supplementing abovementioned document provides also that Oracle provides reasonable security measures to protect service environment, while the client remains solely responsible for operating, maintaining and securing operating systems and other software. It also precludes transferring private key necessary for accessing environment except to those performing work on client’s behalf. Target system availability can be relied upon only in case client complies with the terms of the ordering document and recommendations. The policy excludes planned outages and maintenance, unavailability of management or administration services and utilities, outages due to denial of service attack, force majeure, regulatory actions, any failures resulting from customer’s interaction with service (configurations, testing, scripts) and reasons outside of Oracle’s control.

2.5.3. Conclusions

As we see, contract plays an important role in IT Outsourcing context, but usually fails to secure client’s interest in Cloud Computing deals. Contract and SLA being unilateral in public clouds force clients to accept the terms that not necessarily reflect their need. At the same time, certain aspects

of IT Outsourcing SLA are not equally important in the context of a public cloud, so a balance has to be maintained between different objectives, because, as it was mentioned, having it all is not a strategy producing the best results. Two different SLAs for IaaS have been revised and they revealed similar target service levels and even the same percentage of promised uptime, although ways to calculate it differ. Both addressed availability and one of providers has even addressed some security aspects. One can speculate that its due to the fact that provider is traditional software development company that has even been engaging in Outsourcing, although one would expect much detailed SLA in that case. Thus, SLAs in a public cloud may not be an optimal tool for regulating provider-client relations, there might be a need in other instruments that could create incentives for businesses to adopt cloud more widely, such as industry standards and guidelines, which will be partially addressed in the next chapter.
3. Cloud Computing and Digital Single Market

In May 2015, the European Commission presented Digital Single Market Strategy\textsuperscript{212} in an attempt to harmonize regulations and build a coherent single market in the digital dimension. The policy is based on the three pillars: better access for consumers to online goods and services across Europe, establishment of the right conditions for digital networks and services, maximization of the growth potential of the European Digital Economy. Cloud Computing has been mentioned as one of the focus areas in the context of the last pillar, as cloud technologies along with the big data are predicted to boost EU’s competitiveness\textsuperscript{213} and become a catalyst for economic growth.\textsuperscript{214}

The Strategy has been developed in the course of the agenda\textsuperscript{215} of the new European Commission lead by Jean-Claude Juncker, which sets Connected Digital Single Market as priority number two. Overall goal to be achieved is defined as “to ensure that consumers can access services… on their electronic devices wherever they are in Europe and regardless of borders… create a fair level playing field where all companies offering their goods or services in the European Union are subject to the same data protection and consumer rules, regardless of where their server is based”\textsuperscript{216}.

It is not the first time Cloud Computing makes it to the EU political agenda, there were quite a few initiatives in this field, starting with a study in 2010 of the opportunities for European Cloud Computing,\textsuperscript{217} which set out a list of recommendations for the European Commission in order to ensure EU benefiting from new technologies. Among other things, proposed actions included stimulation of research and technological development in the area of Cloud Computing, setting up a regulatory framework, promoting European leadership position in software development through relevant open source approaches and encouraging development and production of Cloud
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interoperation standards. Various actions have been undertaken by the Commission, some of which will be summarized below.

Horizon 2020 is an EU programme promoting research and innovation that lists particular fields for researches to cover. The Work programme for 2014-2015 included research on advanced cloud infrastructure and services, different data management models, lowering energy demand of cloud solutions and developing methods and tools for high performance that would strengthen the competitive position of the European industry. The programme for 2016-2017 aims to address revolution in cloud architecture, networking, deployment, security and privacy needs of customers. The goal is to “increase the uptake of cloud technology by providing the robustness, trustworthiness, and performance required for applications currently considered too critical to be deployed on existing clouds”. The programme also aims to foster competitive, innovative and reliable cloud computing for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and public institutions, which is believed to benefit Digital Single Market, providing an interconnected and decentralised cloud.

3.1. European Cloud Computing Strategy

In 2012 the Commission adopted the first comprehensive document covering Cloud Computing strategy, Unleashing the Potential of Cloud Computing in Europe. Strategy acknowledged Cloud Computing potential to lower IT-related expenses, enable development of new services and make services more attractive and efficient while stressed on the need of timely approach what will enable its faster adoption. Primary points to address were fragmentation of the single market, unfair contract clauses, and weak or non-existent standards, which altogether may prevent businesses and especially SMEs from adopting Cloud Computing. The overall aim of the strategy is to enable
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public cloud meeting European standards in regulatory terms while being competitive, open and secure.\textsuperscript{223} The Commission has been positive about a potential progress and stated that outlined set of actions “will lay the foundation for Europe to become a world cloud computing powerhouse”\textsuperscript{224} and also provide a basis for a rapid growth of public clouds.

The document also elaborated on Cloud Computing in the context of abovementioned Digital Single Market Strategy, which is expected to bring single market to a new level. According to the study conducted on behalf of the Commission and referred to in the strategy, public cloud has potential to generate around €250 billion in GDP in 2020 if necessary changes are implemented or only €88 billion if no changes will occur, and would further generate 3,8 million extra jobs.\textsuperscript{225} Some legislative issues have been highlighted in the document, including cross-platform licensing, notice and take-down procedures for illegal content, common standards for e-authentication and data protection.

Strategy sets out concrete actions to be implemented, first of them is creation of standards that promote competition and trust, being voluntary certification scheme and possibly tackling environmental concerns (energy and water consumption etc.).\textsuperscript{226} Safe and fair contracts is the second action that stresses upon a differences between IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing contracts, where “the greater flexibility of cloud computing as compared to traditional outsourcing is often counterbalanced by reduced certainty for the customer due to insufficiently specific and balanced contracts with cloud providers”\textsuperscript{227}. In order to ensure safe and fair contract provisions, the Commission proposed development of the model terms for Cloud Computing SLA and code of conduct.

Thirdly, the Commission has established European Cloud Partnership to promote public sector innovation and set stringent requirements for performance, security and compliance for cloud solutions. Although certain EU Member States already had their own national initiatives, fragmentation of the market had to be avoided, as “pooling public requirements could bring higher efficiency and common sectoral requirements (e.g. eHealth, social care, assisted living, and
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eGovernment services such as open data) would reduce costs and enable interoperability.

Key actions to achieve the objective were creation of IT procurement for a cloud, joint procurement of public cloud by public bodies and their coordination.

The European Cloud Partnership Steering Board has been established as a part of the Cloud Computing Strategy, which comprises of IT and telecom actors, government representatives. In 2014, the Board presented a policy vision document on the establishment of Trusted Cloud Europe, a framework for defining and applying non-legislative best practices to Cloud Computing to market participants based on their voluntary adherence. The Steering Board has also requested the Commission to assist in setting up and executing initiatives to reach a consensus on application of such best practices.

### 3.2. Standardization of Cloud Computing

Upon a request from the European Commission European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) started the Cloud Standards Coordination initiative and delivered few reports in accordance to it. The first report was published in 2013, it contained an analysis of the existing standards in the field and defined necessary new standards. The key reason for creating standards according to the report lies in the fact that they bring more confidence to investors and customers while at the same time do not disrupt innovation as some overly invasive methods.

The study stresses upon the fact that Cloud Computing is not a new technology and there are already quite a few standards that may be applied, which nevertheless are not cloud specific. According to the report, “Cloud Standards landscape is large but not chaotic and by no means a ‘jungle’

However, specific cloud standards are not widely adopted by service providers as they may not be flexible enough to match providers’ unique offers. Certain progress is already made in the
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interoperability area, such as standardization of APIs, IaaS models and also to some extent in cloud vocabulary. Areas of improvement include incident management, forensics, accountability management and SLAs. The latter constitutes a major concern as it anticipates agreed definitions of service level objectives and associated metrics.

Subsequent reports have been delivered in 2015, the first one is on Cloud Computing User Needs\(^{234}\), summarizing results of a conducted survey, which showed that security, integrity, and data privacy were the topics users cared most about. The main concern as seen by ETSI is market participants’ unawareness of already existing and potential future standards and requires substantial marketing efforts. Cloud Computing Standards and Open Source report\(^{235}\) considers open source to be potentially important vector of innovation in the field, complementing existing standards. ETSI calls for collaboration between standardization organizations and open source projects in joint projects, however, it is stressed that only standards provide stability and neutrality necessary to avoid a lock-in.

Report on Interoperability and Security in Cloud Computing\(^{236}\) used particular case scenarios to list associated issues, such as moving data between service providers, retrieving data in case of service provider’s failure, security in a hybrid cloud, SLAs in multi service providers’ environment etc. Finally, Cloud Computing Standards Maturity Assessment\(^{237}\) analyzed existing standards that might be applied to Cloud Computing at different stages of service delivery (set-up of services, preparation and procurement, operating and usage of service, assuring its quality) and identified gaps to be addressed. Among critical gaps were standardization of evaluation reports, monitoring of processing and networking performance, availability, incident management, responding to SLAs infringements, negotiations between multiple providers and resolving disputes.

---


3.2.1. Cloud Computing SLA Standardisation

Cloud Service Level Agreement Standardization Guidelines\textsuperscript{238} have been adopted in 2014 pursuant to the second key action of the Cloud Computing Strategy and cover B2B business relations (between service providers and customers not being consumers). It will serve as a basis for further actions and contribute to the development of relevant ISO standards. Guidelines provide basic principles that are to be borne in mind when drafting SLAs, e.g. technology neutrality, business model neutrality, worldwide applicability, unambiguousness of definitions, comparability of service level objectives, specifying information rather than structure, etc.

The document starts with defining the relevant concepts, such as Cloud Computing, infrastructure, data and metrics and proceeds to describing performance metrics for different service level objectives and their properties, e.g. availability, response time, capacity, capability, support, and reversibility. Besides performance objectives, Guidelines also address security (authentication and authorization, cryptography, logging, auditing, governance), data management (mirroring and backup, portability), personal data protection (codes of conduct, certification, purpose, retention and disclosure, transparency, accountability, geographical location) aspects.

Another recently adopted document in this field is the final report by the European Commission on Standards terms and performance criteria in service level agreements for cloud computing services\textsuperscript{239}, objective of which was to study and summarize existing rules in respect to SLAs in the EU Member States and to create Model SLA which could be used by cloud service providers. The study showed that it is not common to have cloud-specific legislation in place, especially one covering SLA aspects. Various SLAs of certain national and international service providers were analyzed and results showed that global providers usually offer standard, non-negotiable SLAs, whereas smaller national providers may allow the customer to negotiate them. Usually SLAs address availability and exclusion of liability in some way, either measurable or abstract and although most of the Member States do not have standard models, there are some voluntary guidelines for service providers’ disposal.

The Model SLA developed in the report is not a stand-alone contract, but cloud-oriented set of aspects to be addressed in SLAs, comprising only measurable and technology neutral metrics. It targets B2B contracts but may also benefit B2C ones. Model addresses change management, breach of SLAs and some service level objectives (availability, support, capacity). By no means is it comprehensive, but aims to complement existing guidelines and contribute to ongoing projects, providing some insights into the cloud framework in the different Member States, which are encouraged to revise and develop them further.

3.2.2. Cloud Computing Code of Conduct

Data Protection Code of Conduct for Cloud Computing is under development while its first draft was presented in early 2015\(^\text{240}\) and later reviewed by Article 129 Working Party. According to the draft Code of Conduct is a voluntary instrument for cloud service provider to demonstrate its compliance with the Code requirements, either by self-evaluation or by a third-party audit. A service provider may choose to adhere to the Code completely or partially but has to inform customers about it. The Code is designed for service providers acting solely as data processors, but those that are also the controllers may adhere as well. Among other things, the Code imposes an obligation to contractually ensure data protection compliance, ask for a consent for transferring data within a group and abroad, provide their customers with a right to audit, define liability and setup data subject compliant handling procedure, specify security framework that is used and its objectives, apply recommended security measures and sets up governance bodies.

Article 29 Working Party adopted an opinion on the draft Code of Conduct\(^\text{241}\), which suggested quite a few updates to the Code. First of all, it has to be adapted to the Proposed Data Protection Regulation and transition management strategy has to be developed. Adherence to the Code should not mean that service providers are no longer obliged to monitor changes into legislation and adapt to those changes. Party suggests complementing the Code with an obligation to provide information on the location of data processing which is taking place and also asks to clarify the notion of personal data, to extend liability adherence and prevent Terms and Services favoring service provider. Different


security levels have to be worked out based on the data type and right to audit has to be broader. Thus, the Code has to be revised to reflect on the criticism.

3.3. Conclusions

A substantial amount of initiatives has been taken by the European Commission in the recent years in an attempt to promote Cloud Computing adoption and harmonize the common market. It indicates an intent to address the legal uncertainties associated with cloud solutions and secure EU’s leading position in technology in general. The Cloud Computing Strategy adopted in 2012 have been partially fulfilled by recently established Cloud SLA Standardization Guidelines and Data Protection Code of Conduct for Cloud Service Providers, nevertheless cloud made it to the new Digital Market Strategy and is included into the yearly Horizon 2020 programmes.

While the focus of the Commission has been largely on standardization, mainly in SLA and fair contract terms, legal issues have yet to be addressed. Although Data Protection Code of Conduct aimed to bring cloud service provider in line with the regulations, it has been rightly criticized by Article 29 Working Party as failing to take into account potential forthcoming changes into the legislative framework. Rather than looking into the nature of the existing contradictions in applying current regulations to Cloud Computing, there are attempts to force the existing framework by providing general guidelines which are not always justified in the context of balancing parties’ interests. However, Digital Single Market Strategy lists regulatory framework as one of the areas to address, so there might be some changes coming in 2016, when the Commission intent to present proposals covering i.e. data ownership, free movement of data.
Conclusions

This thesis aimed to examine Cloud Computing in the context of different areas of law while comparing it with a wider concept of IT Outsourcing. It started with an assessment of different Outsourcing definitions and choosing a working definition for the purpose of this research. One of the existing definitions has been modified to correspond to the current circumstances and to fit this particular research. Thus, for the purpose of this work Outsourcing is a business practice of transferring business activities of the outsourcer to a third provider without being linked by any kind of subordination. Consequently, IT Outsourcing is an abovementioned practice of transferring IT-related activities.

The development of IT Outsourcing and competition between service providers led to optimization of resources and development of technologies that enabled more efficient resource distribution and lowered IT operation costs. Some of those technologies became a basis for Cloud Computing, which is not a new technology itself, but rather a new way of delivering services incorporating recent developments. The terms was introduced in 2006 in the marketing context and a decade later is more popular than ever, although there is no commonly used definition of it.

Cloud Computing is used to describe a variety of services provided online, which can be considered as a set based on the common characteristics of services than on the underlying technologies and business models. The basic characteristics are providing services online mainly through the web interface while hosting application on remote infrastructure, but there are of course dozens of other ones. Although both Cloud Computing and IT Outsourcing have been subject to extensive research, studies of the latter one are human-centered focusing on the management of business relations while former is usually studied from the technology-centered perspective and different implementation scenarios.

Different opinions exist on how IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing relate to each other, with some seeing latter as an evolution of IT Outsourcing and some considering it as a completely different concept. The author argues that despite the fact that Cloud Computing opens new possibilities of carrying out certain IT functions more efficiently, it nevertheless does not differ from IT Outsourcing and supports the view that Cloud Computing is as tool for enabling IT Outsourcing,
characterized by delivering IT resources as services over the Internet while providing a service with certain characteristics.

Consequently, Cloud Computing cannot be seen as a defined type of service, because of the variety of definitions offered by scholars and market participants, but rather as service meeting certain criteria. As to IT Outsourcing, Cloud Computing can be seen as a model of providing IT Outsourcing services, as traditional Outsourcing providers offer them to the same (or new) customers. Moreover, there are no significant differences between these concepts in terms of private cloud, apart from few aspects. Public cloud raises far more questions in the light of IT Outsourcing and it became a subject to more extensive analysis under this research.

Particular areas of law were assessed in the light of two example cases. For Cloud Computing, it has been undertaking purchasing IaaS service in a public cloud, using which it is processing the data of its external customers. For IT Outsourcing the case is outsourcer purchasing from external service provider provision of infrastructure and middleware with service provider owning hardware, which may not be installed in the same jurisdiction.

As for IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing under the GATS, they, in general, cause the same questions. The first is no definition of service and unclear differentiation between goods and services. While Cloud Computing would generally be regarded as a service (although electronic delivery of software could possibly question it), IT Outsourcing could potentially also constitute trade in goods if hardware supply would be included. Modes of Supply and categories covering particular services are considered to be the same (with neither of services being covered by a single sector). Cloud Computing lacks any direct commitments for the time being, but recent interest in a dialogue on Cloud Computing under GATS leaves a hope of eventual resolution of these uncertainties, which would also contribute IT Outsourcing field in general, since it is obviously too broad to be tackled at once.

Data protection is a widely discussed topic in the context of Cloud Computing, and there are certainly grounds for that. While current legislation in this area can usually be effectively applied to IT Outsourcing deals, it is rarely the case for Cloud Computing. One of the major concerns is processor-controller obligations and holding each other liable. While Outsourcing contracts anticipates a certain level of integration between parties and long and lasting business partnership, Cloud Computing solutions are not tailored to a specific client (unless it is a private cloud) and
contracts are usually standard ones, favoring service provider. Applying data protection regulations to Cloud Computing by analogy with IT Outsourcing is not feasible because of different business relations which make the same allocation of roles unjustified, different aims of contracts (lasting partnership vs short-term provisioning of resources) and the fact that in such circumstances outsourcer would rather cooperate with traditional IT Outsourcing provider for provisioning of a private cloud rather than with external provider for obtaining public cloud solutions, which causes a competition concern.

The Proposed General Data Protection Regulation does not provide much clearness into the picture, although it addresses few additional concerns, such as interoperability and portability. The scope of the Regulation has been modified to reach certain Cloud Computing providers, however, it failed to address service provider in the example case of B2B cloud provisioning. Also, the proposed Regulation follows the logic of Data Protection Directive, the feasibility of which has been questioned by multiple scholars.

When it comes to the information security objectives in IT domain, confidentiality, integrity and availability, existing legislation focus mostly on the first of the objectives by imposing restrictions on processing and transferring personal data, holding data processors and controllers liable. Availability has to some extent been addressed in the Proposed Data Protection Regulation, however, it aims to ensure data availability to data subjects, which in the example case does not really make a difference as personal data is processed not by data subject but by a business entity on behalf of the data subject.

On the other hand, integrity seems not to be addressed at all. While confidentiality aspect has been over-addressed meaning also that it minimizes the risks of unauthorized parties modifying the data, it makes sense to specifically address this aspect. Obligations of interoperability and portability are resource-demanding, but addressing integrity aspect could be as simple as implementing logging function tracking all the modifications. Thus, a substantial review of data protection law has to be made to provide more effective and feasible framework, also acknowledging other aspects, such a competition law and IP rights protection.

As to Competition law, apart from generally challenging community dimension and market share aspects, the areas that require extra attention are different for IT Outsourcing and Cloud
Computing. First of all, a question that arises is applicability of *ex post* competition regulations. While for IT Outsourcing challenging subject appears to be regulations of mergers, when such a deal includes a transfer of employees or some other assets (i.e. IP), for Cloud Computing market definition is something that would cause discussions. Because of the variety of services being name as a cloud, one may not rely on the commercial naming, but should assess the substance of the service itself.

The first distinctive feature of Cloud Computing in this context is that service provider may abuse its dominant position because of interoperability and portability concerns. Although abuse is something that has to be proved, this concern rarely if at all exists in IT Outsourcing deal, because of the nature of relationship and quality of a contract. The second one is a dependence of Cloud Computing services on external ISP, which can result both in abuse of dominant position by ISP or anticompetitive agreements between ISPs and Cloud Computing service providers.

The second question is the efficiency of these *ex post* regulations in promoting competition and balancing interests of market participants. According to the studies, none of cloud service provider is close to the substantial market share yet, thus abovementioned scenarios will probably not become a subject for the Commission investigation in the near future. It also means that there might be a need for addressing competition concerns in other fields of law. The subject of Cloud Computing under the Competition law is rather new, with few studies conducted on it, but safeguarding competition in this area is widely discussed in the context of other fields of law, which suggests that there is a need for introducing relevant *ex ante* provisions to effectively address competition concerns.

IP is something that is often mentioned in relation to Cloud Computing, nevertheless it is usually about copyright infringement and difficulty of tracing and seizing the material. Although it of course is important for businesses providing copyrighted context, in the case examined in this work licensing and ownership of IP created in cloud environment is what matters more. Saving costs on software licenses is usually not the primary aim of IT Outsourcing or Cloud Computing deal, but paying too little attention to it may cause substantial fines or lost opportunities. While Cloud Computing surely has a potential of simplifying licensing, for now it only complicates it. Pooling of resources and short-term allocation is not normally foreseen and it prevents clients from managing license assets effectively. Although on the infrastructure level cloud may ease the compliance by providing license as a service, deploying third party application on top of it can be problematic because of the license terms of third party’s licenses.
On the other hand, there is IP ownership, something that can be effectively addressed by IT Outsourcing contract, but not in a public cloud one. While ownership of IP uploaded into the cloud is usually guaranteed by a service provider, which may well be driven by an intent to qualify as an intermediary service provider, other IP created in the environment may not be the client’s property, and a vast variety of more complicated questions remain unaddressed by contract terms.

Different fields of law directly influence both IT Outsourcing and Cloud Computing services, but contract remains the main instrument to regulate relations between providers and clients as they express their free will and intent to be bound by certain obligations. Besides the fact that Cloud Computing contracts in public clouds are concluded on a take it or leave it basis, few other distinctions from IT Outsourcing ones can be drawn. These are the absence of restrictions on subcontracting, absence of pre-acceptance test procedures and necessity of obtaining approval for substituting certain employees, along with unilateral and not always communicated changes into the Terms and Conditions.

When it comes to the SLA, an important part of every IT-related contract, the way SLA is established (unilaterally) influence the guarantees provided by it. Two traditional IT Outsourcing elements are redundant for public cloud, innovation plan, and anticipated change plan while exit strategy is partially redundant. Other distinctive characters are the absence of service level objectives for cloud itself, not including governance aspects and burden of detecting and reporting SLA violations lying on the customer and not service provider. At the same time, certain aspects of IT Outsourcing SLA are not equally important in the context of public cloud, so a balance has to be maintained between different objectives because having it all is not a strategy producing the best results. Thus, SLAs in a public cloud may not be an optimal tool for regulating provider-client relations, there might be a need for other instruments that could create incentives for businesses to adopt cloud more widely, such as industry standards and guidelines.

Although quite a few initiatives have already been taken in the EU to promote Cloud Computing adoption and straighten EU’s competitiveness and some of the abovementioned issues have been addressed in one way or another, they do not yet achieve their ultimate aim of creating incentives for business clients to adopt public cloud. Voluntary SLA Standardization guidelines and Code of Conduct can serve a purpose informing market participants of the relevant issues in this field, but do not really create that certainty for business clients to choose public cloud over the private one.
or over other available options. Nevertheless, Cloud Computing is now a part of broader Digital Single Market Strategy that would hopefully assess necessary actions in this area from the wider perspective.

Final words

This author aimed to show the need for a wider approach to Cloud Computing and interdependency of all the different aspects that come into the picture when businesses choose a public cloud. There is certainly a need for a bigger picture, seeing Cloud Computing in the context of a variety of other IT Outsourcing services that can be chosen between. Promoting cloud adoption will be most efficient if seen from the perspective of potential clients making a decision on the suitable option, which would be based not only on technology considerations but also compliance and contract enforcement matters. Comparing particular IT Outsourcing cases with Cloud Computing ones is a good starting point to taking a comprehensive approach to address obstacles to wider cloud adoption. Further research would benefit from extensive studies on competition concerns in the field and its dependence on the other fields.
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